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WHAT • 9 
1 he all erne ter be8an mid Lhe lypical con u ion accompany-
in8 a new hool year plu he exlr ch o ' ou8hl on by campu' 
con truclion. &tuden were n ' nlly h vifl8 Lo dodge con true-
·on iL c u dby delayed renov lion Holder y and Tower 
ttall n lhe 5irke Art Gallery. onfu ion w I o evident in the 
we Lher with temperature n8in8 from 0 de8ree day in 
&eplember to 80 de8ree day in November. Neverthele 
luden adju led lo their h ul n he irre ularilies encom-
pa in8 campu and trud8ed their w y Lhr u h Lhe me ter. Ju l 
wh nit emed a tholl8h the en wa ne r m ny were hocked 
with the realization hat the len tho th Thank ivin8 and 
Chri lm reak hadbeencu b ckcon i er ly. E erywhere the 
que tion that ft lied studen mind wa W rl t\T ~: XJ ? 
2 Op nin 
h 
busine on lh 
Blv. and 3rd Ave. p/lClo /JJ1 Breu Hall 
Eat and run ... Roof dama e Lo 
Hold rby Hall Cafeleria lefl tud nt 
melting unappetizing odors whJJ 
eaUn lh majority of the fall m ster. 
Opening 3 
4 Op nin 
Leader of the pack ... The ne\ 
"Mar<'hln~ Thund r" l ad the Home-
omln Parad on of many activilie 
whl h \ hcdul d for th week. 
photo I~ Bretl Hall 
Going up ... Work r place the final 
I tt r of lh r enU named field al 
th football tadlum. After a multi-
mJlllon dollar donation made by hi 
wtf< . th nam James r . Edwards field 
wa dopt d . 
plwto bu Takaakl lwabu 
I \ 
UP? 
Alth u8h verlooked al time'. ~ itiv lhin8 w re h ppenin8 
n c m u, ami st the hao '. The ye ,, e8 n with l he fler8low of 
ch m i n hi fi tb 11 team n lh re urrected 
II e m. Th utlo k remaine rm t. A n me 
w fin lly h n for the football ft I tri ll ly w pl nned 
r rl Lu n nd recyclin r ram w 
enlire · m u ·. Hil lary Qodhem ppear-
nce on cam us while Bev 6mith o ~ rm de he flrst. /\llerations 
were ev nm d lo the univet'Bity tr em rk : "n w' M rco nd 
'n w' M rch i 118 Thunder. Pr rthc tt Hall 
in lo · new· Ii r ry nd throl~~J~ .H J n int a .. new 
re em n tr ted the univeG ity · u h Low r who! new 
nvtr nm nl. Wilh thi 88enda llin Lhe t n m ny th u htabout 
Lhe year to come end were le won rin8 wh t w ul e El\ UP? 
Op nin 5 
6 Op nin 
P I \ I \ 
GOING ON? 
MulU ullur I affair a a minor?" J p ne 101? Twenty-four 
hour vi it ion in fiol er y?" ' 
h 9" w r . elurnin8 tuden , rell 
nee erv ice office i 
n w ne bout many 
thin8 n mpu . The Le rnin Qe ur no longer 
wher il h d een; parkin w en m re , re bee au e of 
c n ru Li n r und campu ; n Lhe hi ry ep rtment wa 
pre arin L tr n fer to Harri 1i II. f\11 of h hy ical chan8e , 
coup! wi h hi8h numberofturnov r In r mini tr live position 
Lhe tu enl body L L k n v opm1on on 
u 0ec . Everyone fi m fi epublican to 
ue trove to be h ti n !in ered from foll 
m here wa ca le a e 9" rm eme ter: ·'What 
h n d l hone re8i lr U 9" n. u n lo wonder: 
ny ne here really know WI IJ\rl '6 9 
Not another line ..• Freshman lin up 
in the we(' hour of the momin be o 
the w1ncl w of the R i u-ar· Offi 10 
enroll. 
pl1DIU by Coro! E.:. Malcolm 
Join the hunt . .. Mer ely pa In by. 
W d and Jen BeighUou . HunUn ton 
lors. are on their wa lo a Thunder-
In H rd football game. 
phot.o b!J AUJl5011 Goddard 
Op nin 7 
IU 
"''""''"' Allyson Ooddanf 
1Jl11111J bl/ Beidi·Leigh Flinn 
8 d nl Lili ivi r 
0 ME 
&tu n · rn v 111 n be8an 
ru lin heal. wiLh u r 
Tern n Lu much 
r und u . 
re i ent 
a the n · 111 h 
om Ii n 1 r'l 
linl nm y · m n alory 
, at- elll w w s area 
mine-s rik s r c - m ny 'Ludents 
f mi l ie · . h A I n wa 
m 
prom1 · 
e rnv Iv n 
n were 
r r u en t 
n n heard. 
t d nt Life Divider 9 
Nice Catch ... Catching 
h r on . 
tJhOW bu Carol £, Mal Olm 
10 tu n Li 
Dorm Life 101 
Qesident3 progrnms educate and entertain 
OK, I'll do it ... One brave souJ d cid s 
to rai e her hand as lh bidding take 
pla e al Holderby's annual .. Male Sale ... 
pltolO by Ca.rol E . Malcolm 
Taker's anyone? ... A group of friends 
make a ombined bid ofa $100 a l 
"Mal Sale." 
phofO IJy Ca.rol E. Malcolm 
Some might say this was a 
troublesome year for students 
living in resident halls. It 
brought disruption from roofing 
projects, overcrowdin in 
Holderby Hall. and a controver-
sial move of Resident Services 
from Old Main to l.aidley Hall. 
However. in spite of the prob-
lems many dweller found 
po itive aspects of living on 
campus. 
"Living on carnpu . you get to 
know more people. " said Twin 
Towers West resident Rita 
Bowie , a St. Mary's freshman. 
"E pecially being from a small 
town." 
Kendra Washington. a 
Clarksburg freshman living in 
Twin Towers Wesl agreed, but 
said there were some negatives. 
'You cannot eat when you want 
to you have to eat within the 
allotted time, and when your 
friends visit you always have to 
wony about signing them in or 
out» 
Another negative for many 
students this year was the 
renovations in Laidley to make 
room for the department of 
Residence Se1vices. Residen e 
S 1vices reloca ed because of the 
la k of space in Old Main and to 
get closer to the students the 
department serves. However. the 
move created problems with 
tudent placement in residence 
halls. Thes problem included 
fre hmen living in Laidley (an 
upper-classmen hall) and 
overcrowding in olher hall . 
In Holderby Hall some tu-
dents were placed in quads. 
which were originally newly 
created s udy lounges. This left 
some of the floors in Holderby 
without study lounges for the 
first weeks of school. U1timately. 
this move provided the fuel for a 
student union to fonn ln protest 
of the lack of space for residents. 
The students do not take any 
actions, they just voice their 
concern . In the end the stu-
dents resigned themselves to the 
fact that Residence Services had 
made the move and nothing 
could be done about it. 
In the midst of all the change. 
RHA help d provide some 
diversions. For tho e who live in 
the dorms activities can be an 
important part of the experience. 
Activities such as the Self 
Defense, Alcohol Awareness and 
Check programs are a vailable to 
inform udents of safe sex, 
alcohol abuse and self protec-
tion. 
To break the monotony of 
studying, RHA of Buskirk Hall 
provided social activities such as 
horseback riding, country line 
dancing. and dorm touch foot-
ball. "It helps with freshmen to 
get to now each other. " said 
Angie McClure. and RHA officer 
of Buskirk Hall. With classes 
and homework. students who 
live in the resident halls were 
able to relax. have fun and meet 
new people with the activities 
that RHA provided in the dorms. 
Resident Life 11 
12 u l n LiJ • 
Off Crunpus Iivffi8 
Apartment life can have &eater resfOnsibiliti~ 
Apartment life vs. 
dorm life. For some the 
choice is easy. Many 
want their privacy 
above all lse. "Living in 
an apartment is great 
because you are on 
your own and indepen-
dent, there aren't a lot 
of rules ," said Sonya 
Carter, Beckley senior. 
While standards 
for picking an apart-
ment differ, most stu-
dents agreed the perfect 
apartment must be 
affordable and close to 
campus. However, find -
ing both was rare. 
"Usually the closer to 
campus an apartment 
is, the more expensive 
it is and usually they're 
not as nice," Ana 
Menendez, Ill. senior, 
said. 
Though apart-
ments provide mor 
living space than the 
dorms , they also come 
with a lot more respon-
sibility. 'The freedom is 
great but th responsi-
bility is a little over-
whelming at times," 
said Chuck Claywell, 
Hico freshman. Karen 
Schlatt , Pro torville 
senior, added, 'Living 
in an apartment is defi-
nitely a reality check. 
You can do what you 
want. when you want, 
but your responsibili-
ties are greater than 
ever." 
Many s tudents 
come up with ingenious 
ways to get out of the 
dorm living require-
ments. Marshall re-
quires students to live 
in the dorms two years 
unless you are 21 years 
old or have been out of 
high school for at least 
two years. Keith 
Sarver, Lewisburg se-
Hanging out ... Coming and going at 
ones leisure is on of many advantag s 
of apartment life over dorm life. 
phow by Say Kheng guah 
nior, was originally in 
the dorms, moved out 
and then back in order 
to take a Resident 
Advisor's position. "I 
personally like living in 
an apartment. Though I 
like the convienience of 
the dorm and being 
close to campus and 
my friends, I miss the 
privacy." 
by Regina Claywell 
Apartment Life 13 
14 
--ks Well rounded 
L ' 
involved in 
Greeks members al p 
pated in a number of muruty 
rice projec that in ud d 
rakin leaves for th Ronald 
McDonald House. bulletin 
ctivities 
\ from home'. a 
r rit r fratemi can be ju l 
th L '1ll l part is the 
frl d hip lhat d 'clop. - said 
Marc Jones Alpha Sigma Phi 
nJ r. "If ou aJi ever in need of 
m thin th re i alway 
n th r to help.~ you 
by Jennifer Pritt 
Alpha Tau Omega ... In the huddl for 
lheir Gr k h nl. Darr n Bird. Va . 
junior, ann t help to laugh a h e 
la kled . 
f>IKXo by Carol E!. alcolm 
Cheese ... Trudgtn through lh rain 
and mud. Ila Zeta sist r upporl 
U1eir Creek brolh ·rs by allendJng lhe 
PIKE football I umam nt at lh nd of 
Lob r. 
Party! ... T 1klng advantag o lhe dance 
floor. TKE' 11 l the Alph Chi Orne a 
rority at a jiff. 
bi1 CClrol £ . Mola>lm 
Greek Ll£ 15 
zz.zzz .. 
on flh 
from th 
16 luci nl Lifi 
I'll take two . .. Residents from 
Holderby Hall lake advatage of 
Ro mary's convienent location bv 
topping by to purchas pop' and 
nacks. 
M acelifls 
create challan8e 
When Rosemary's Late 
N'igbt op n d in Hold rby 
Hall a1i t ria i olfo11 d id 
di h hick n wing 
. Char-
an de rt . 
On Wedne day ni ht lh 
Black Greek Council p n-
sored 'Th Pil" wilh D .J., 
so ializ and m t n w 
friend in a lean. 
whole om envir nm n . ·· 
Renovation to Laidl Hall 
provided another lopi for 
new thin on ampu . On 
half of the fir floor of Laidl 
was renova ed o mak r m 
for the departm nt of 
Residence Services. 
Re iden S rvi e r l 
to Laidley be au of th 
of space in Old Main an 
et clo er to th stud nl 
Thi move has. how ver, 
reated problems With the 
ludenl placement in lh 
r idence halls. Problems 
u h a fr shmen living in 
Laidley (an u pper-clas men 
hall) and overcrowding in th 
lb r residence halls caused 
ontrover y between tud nt 
and Residence Servi e . In 
H Jderby Hall some students 
wer placed in quads, which 
wer a tually what us d to b 
th n :wl created tudy 
loun s. This left ome of th 
floor in Holderby Withou 
tudy lounges for the first 
weeks of school. This move 
provid d the fuel for a 
udent union to form in 
prote t of lhe lack of pac 
for r idents. 
( please tum · J 
Campus Changes 1 7 
First Lady Signs .. . Talk.in to 
s tuden ts in th book tor . Hillary 
Clin ton prepare to sign copie of lhe 
Health Care Plan. 
phDlo by Brett Hall 
Oi81\Ses on campus ... ( oontinuedfrompoge 17) 
The Birke Art Gallery. 
located on the first .floor of 
Smith Hall, was also given a 
face-lift. Renovations began in 
the summer and students 
were still dodging the con-
struction well into the Fall 
semester. The gallery is used 
for senior shows, exhibits and 
visiting artists and speakers. 
'Tm really excited about being 
able to do my senior exhibit 
in the newly renovated gal-
lery," said Heidi Flinn, se-
nior. ·we'll finally have the 
space we need ... 
And although many stu-
dents failed to notice, The 
Memorial Student Center was 
also given a new look. The 
couches and chairs were re-
upholstered and new carpet 
was laid. 
Also. moving seemed to be 
the name of the game for 
several subsidiary stores in 
the Memorial Student 
Center's bookstore. First the 
medical store was moved and 
renovated. 'The medical 
bookstore was something we 
have wanted to work on for 
the last 10 years," Joseph 
Vance. bookstore manacrer 
said. The second area of 
hange was the computer 
18 Student Life 
store. The computers and 
software were moved to a 
location adjacen to the 
recreation area in the base-
ment. Computer store work-
ers reported good sales. "We 
moved the location because 
we basically just ne ded more 
space," Vance said. The third 
area to move was the office 
supply store, which was 
moved to the medical store's 
previous location. Vance said 
less space was needed for 
office supply. and appearance 
did not matter a great deal. 
A new center for Adult and 
Extended Education was 
developed to serve the needs 
of the nontraditional student. 
The center is located in Hanis 
Hall. It stayed open later in 
the evenings to serve the 
needs of students who work. 
Kathy J . Lucas is a 
nontraditional student who 
rarely hadtime during the day 
to come to campus. "I've 
taken off on my lunch hour 
before to come here and a lot 
of times I'm late getting 
back to work. " Lucas said. 
The center allowed 
nontraditional students to 
register for classes in the 
evening and get help with 
other administrative 
procedures. 
A new tuition installment 
plan was made available for 
students this year. The new 
plan started in August and 
was required by the state 
legislation. "I think it is a 
good plan for the students " 
said Barry A. Beckett, direc-
tor of student financial sys-
tems /bursar. Students who 
participated in the plan payed 
60 percent of their bill when 
they signed the contract and 
were required to pay the 
remaining 40 percent six 
weeks into the semester. With 
an interest rate of only 1.5 
percent the plan made it 
easier for some students to 
come to school. 
So. while some changes left 
students dodging construc-
tion or in overcrowded rooms, 
others benefited from the 
changes tha amde it easier 
get an education. \Vhatever 
the result, one thing you 
learn at college is that every-
thing changes. 
by Carol Ma.lcolm 
Towerln roor ..• Flxln Lht' roof of 
TIE. worker throw old hln(!I Into 
tru k below. 
l'ltQll) IM/ B~tt Hall 
. on tru llon on 
buUdlngs. 
Searching the 
stacks ... Lo king 
for a book, Ta nya 
Edmond 
sear ches th 
library tack 
phOIO by Billy Caroll 
ampu chan e 19 
phofo by Btttr ffa II 
All that j z% ... P rforrnlni:( In M rco' 
a jazz n mbl n rl· In pn k d 
hou . 
p/lDlo bu Br It llall 
phOIO h11 Brcitl Hall 
20 t 1cl nl Lili 
Playing drag ... In "A Funny Thlng 
Hopp 11 o on 1 h Way to the 
Jl' nm1." Don onnery disguises 
him If a Brlan KJdd whispers. 
pholO bt1 Brett Hall 
e'Diven~ 
with all th J~~~ eB removed 
Li h . Camera. A Uon. 
ital and Ensembl . 
Thal' not art; my two y ar-
ld ould do bett r than Lh 
W I ome to the K ith-
Alb . Tonight our produ -
tin ... 
Th /Dance. Mu i . Art.. 
Marshall Artist Series. Th 
d partments in the College 
of Fine Arts strove to refl t 
th U b tween campu and 
th ommunity, whil in-
r in educational and 
ultural impact in the r ion. 
Th Theatre Departm n 
o ffi rs studen s and th 
mmunity an opportuni o 
play and musical . 
lud nt . and pertodicalJy 
r id nts from the commu-
nity, were featured in th 
pr du tions. 
A Funny Thing Happ n d 
on the Way to the Forum, 
o k by Burt Shevelove d 
Larry Gelbert, and mu i by 
Stephen Sondheim wa on 
th Theatre Departm n 
mu ical productions. Katy 
Dalton , Huntington nior. 
'd. MI had heard that th 
bi difference be n 
01 p rlormances held in th 
1d Main Auditortum and th 
n Fine Art Facility. r mu 
dmi l wa very impr 
au the higher qu 
l hnJ al capabilitie of th 
(please Lum ~, 
Fin A 21 
22 tucl nt ur 
Amusing Art .. Ent rtalnln n 
nlhusia Uc rowd Ja k Ma: ._ n 
nd Michael Galbmith perfi nn 11 • 
Art Guys/Guj . 
,,,.,,,,0 by Bonnil! Char 
(continued from pa.g 21 J 
new f: iU allow d the pla 
to o off without a hit h." 
R din th produ tion 
of Stephen King's Ghost 
Stori . Don Pendleton. 
Rav n wood ni r aid. 
.. It' r Uy good lha he 
Artis t ries brin in thin 
of lhi natur in lo the ar a 
that p opl norm ly would 
nol a han l b 
exp d l .'' 
T 
Creature art . .. Performing art. 
The Art Guy /Qui e. ,J k Massing 
and !('ha I Calbra1lh , •m eriains 
Lhe er wd . 
p/l0ft1 ''" Bonnie Ch.aria 
tist" Allen Moore "visitin 
were th 
ampu 
Hun tin 
main attra tio 
d at th 
on 
Without 
limited to 
exhibi . 
n Museum of Art. 
allery. COFA was 
tivitie oth r than 
A bu y hedule o nts 
in the Music Department 
provid d a tivities throughout 
they ar. This includ d a 
r cital by Yu Wang and Lynn 
Jackson; Wind ymphony 
on ert: pr ntation by the 
MU Orchestra. Jazz En-
semble. Flute Ensemble, 
and the Montclaire Quartet. 
as weU Guitar R ital. 
"The Montclair Quartet is 
a ery m !ti-talented oup." 
r mark d Raymond 
Crockett. Charleston enior. 
"ll wa f: ulous.'' 
The Mar hall Artist S rtes 
brought man r ex itin acls to 
th Keith-Albee. Lo tin 
Yonker . Lh Warsaw Philhar-
monic Or h stra and Tileatre 
Fantastique wer om of the 
fall attra ·ons. 
The College of Fine Arts 
and all th individual d part-
by Keith Sarver and 
Heidi-Leigh Flinn 
II mecomin 23 
0 co 1 
Up , up and away ... 
th Hom min 
lud nl U up 
phol bl/ BrttU HQI/ 
24 u t i ' 
dd to tr 
New memebers ... During hul!ltm · of 
llomecoming, the 19 Mar1:1lmll I Intl 
of Fame inducl e w re h n 1'<' I. 
111tmo by Brett Hall 
' e er 
Fly ng htgb ... Rt ing abov the 
Htactl11111 , n bnlloon brings a m s ag 
lo llw 11 rd and IL fans. 
11l 1t>W 1111 Un:tr Hall 
The Queen ... Enjoying the moment. Oneeka Munroe was 
named Homecoming Queen of 1993 at halftim . 
pltoio by Brett Hall 
Leader of the Herd ... Calling oul the play. Todd Donnan 
directs the Herd·s explo Ive offen e. 
pho!D by Brett Ha ll 
Homecoming 25 
HomecomJn 
H m nun~ 
halfUm 
26 l id l if 
1 3 Go Herd' Cheer! d r Ti 111 mp 
n I h0t Led into the air durln a 
Thundering Herd football 
photo b!J Brett Ball 
(cornmuedfrom page 24} 
or d by CEU. Clo to 120 
tudents attend d th d 
at the Radi son. 
Saturday momin gan 
with an organization 
m ting of Herd I g nd . 
Lat r that mom.in lh 
College of Business Alumni 
Association pon r d 
luncheon. It wasn't long unlil 
fan were tail atin . Al 2 p.m. 
lh Homecomin p d 
b an. It ran from 1 
20th Street in ord r lo in-
lude designated tail a in 
ar . The parad fi 
lh Homecomin 
Ooa madeb G 
zalion . 
Kick-off cam al 7 p.m. 
with the Herd m t h up 
a ain t the Appalachian 
State Mountaineers. 
Marshall won lh am 
playing in fron of a r 
by SaraRoy 
Fired up ll rd .. H » d for battle. 
Herd pl.1y1•r., 141'1 pis died up b fore lh 
~anw 111tl1~· 111l<lclh · of the lleld . 
pl1or11 IJ11 Br It Ila/I 
I Iomecoming 2 7 
28 tu ntLw 
• 
cceed in 
Ouch !! ... Head.Jn~ th e l all. ott 
oiling mov th ball down Id 
agaJnsl a VMJ Keyde l. 
11/1010 b!I Bre tt Hall 
d 
n. th inspired 
t mi d into post-
n w1th lhrilling 3-2 
vid on. 
d women' 
Lam placed 
wn invita-
tion um nt Brian 
Derused I d th men \vith a 
fo h pl firu h. and 
Sa.rah Crandall I d the 
worn n in fifth pla 
Scrummlng ••• Piling up, the women ' 
rugby t m g down and dirty 
ag Inst Ml .htg· n. 
/)lo.()IO I> 1 Ang le Wines 
Jump, Jump ... Attacker Tim 
Openlander kicks the ball away from 
VMI defenders. 
photo by Brett Hall 
Country Herd ... Caught in the 
middle, Brian Delrose. Worthington, 
Ohio freshman races at the Ohio U. 
lnv1tational. 
photo by Allyson Goddard 
Fall Sport 29 
Qeligious Choi~ 
Otudents have many option 
Muslim Students' Association 
spon r d v ral fe Uv1U s and 
30 tud -nl Lill 
information e ion . Idris 
Palmer, an American Mu Lim. 
poke about '1 lam, th Wa to 
Success." Mar hall Univ r ity 
and Muslim speak r aJ had a 
"Christian-Mu lim Pan I Di 
s.ion." 
The Marshall Catholic 
Community held w ekly tu-
dent mas es, a Wedn day ni ht 
tudent at.herin , and th 
Episcopal Group pon r d a 
"'Quickie Communion~ on 
Monda e enin . 
PROWL memb found 
themselves in olved in a ari 
of activities. Plannin am and 
ervin as role model for hil-
dren with attention defi 't 
di order for a cbool in 
Barboursville. workin with th 
food pantry, vi itin Pr sbyt rian 
Manor. a local nur in horn , 
and dancing the nigh away to 
rai e money for hun r ar ju l 
a fi w things they ol int . 
PROWL. like other r U i u 
groups. met re uJarl to di u 
· ues college tuden d 1 with 
and how the Bible appli 
them. The also ot lo th r 
about e ery Saturday. peciaJly 
during football ea on. to pla 
ards, go to the mov1 or 
golfing, or e en o lin dan in . 
"Bein a member of PROWL h 
helped me a lot - said Adam 
Franks, pre id en of PROWL 
and Huntin on junior. '"J'v 
learn d a lot about m If and 
my faith. It has aJ o ·v nm a 
group of friend and a support 
And now ... Tryln lo om·ey a 
m ~ . 11'Loma P. Carli. I • R p. of 
Campu Mini Lry. U.S.A .. addre a 
ho ·t of tud nls. 
plioto blj Bonn le Charla 
oup." Franks added that 
PROWL i a di r e group with 
pe pl who are both liberal and 
on rvative in their faith. "We 
n rt plrum d thi semester, -
William aid. "'Robert Harris 
w h r from Kentucky Chri -
Lian Colle e and we plan to have 
· lraighl Company.' a black 
1 roup from Kentucky. 
her lo ki k If Black History 
M nlh." 
Wh th r explortng religjou 
Ii f: differ nt from their own 
tucl<'nt s . 
r Ii ·ous 
o campu. 
tud nts hav many 
by Annette Ditzler 
Yummy. yum. uml . Th ul Food 
F u • I brou hl many tud n ouL lo 
rlj ' lh nave r 
1 o bl/ Bonn Chorl 
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Wet and wild ... Ung on lhe Gauley 
Riv r . m mb rs of I h Wiiderness 
32 u nt ifi 
Moldln ome clay ... Membe of lh 
K m1 Poll r Guild hape om I 
lnto a work of art. 
Activi ·es Abundant 
are plentiful 
"
0 
.. ,.. ..... i lab. said Mona 
Anitt, pr ident of th uild. 
"W h ve a ood time with lh 
lub. All of us ha e an inl r-
t ln ramies. and thi v 
hance to work with il." 
Th guild attended National 
Students Council for the 
Education of the Ceramic 
Arts (NSCECA) con entl n 
h ld in w Orlean thi 
Iin . Th e en memb r 
al parti ipated in th Fun -
U naJ Ceramics Workshop in 
\! r, Ohio. "We rai 
m n for cbolarship wilh 
ur work and help out th 
rami lab and e hav a 
lo of fun doing it,·· said Arri t. 
"Kera.mo i agrea way to 
your mind off acad mi 
d r lax." 
(please Lum~) 
Lr - urri ular 33 
Ex { contlnu djrom pag 33) 
in 
hal-
nt st. 
34 1 d n LUi 
This was a contest in whi h 
tudents comp ted o in th 
national anth m b for a 
Blizzard game in Nov mb r," 
Hanlon said. "Th Winn r al o 
r c ived $500." 
The chapt r al o a 
members a han e o w rk 
with First Impr s ion . a 
tudent-run publi rel lion 
firm. This year the firm r pr -
en ed the Paralyzed Veter-
ans of America of West 
Virginia and Red Cross of 
Huntington. 
The Scabbard and Bl d 
ociety. pon ored b C p-
tain Mike Forr s , wa J b 
that resurla d thi y 
three years of inactivity. 
Scabbard and Blade i a 
military honor soci ty for 
members of Army ROTC l 
halJ. "Our members 
ha e a 2.5 GPA o erall 
3.5 in military scien e 
, .. said Capt. Forre t. 
o iet worked to 
r niz th s holar in th 
military. Th s ven memb rs 
old at ba k at football 
in ord r to sponsor th 
rnmis ioning eremonies 
fi r r duatin lieutenants al 
th Guyan Country Club. 
Mar hall lub and soci t-
by Neil Stratton 
E y doe It ... rytng to , tout 
without llpptug owr. hrl ng ets 
oul ol u , no on Tyg rt r · k In Ky. 
/lMl11 /Jil AllUBQll Ood1lal'd 
would you do? . . . Klondik . t.h 
l luntln ton Blizzard mascol. and Jedd 
from WKEE enLerta.in L t.h "Be 
Xlra- rri ular 35 
Touchdown? ... 
36 
Groovin~ co the beat. 
th night away al 42 
Line roping ... Moving to the beat. 
tuden ts !in da n eat Roper·s . 
photo b!J Carol Ma lcolm 
Coin8 Out of Their Way 
Movi~ to bars, rourc~ of salvation were rought 
The boredom with home-
work, the monotony of televi-
ion movies, thos ame four 
walls; these were what clrov 
students to seek omethin 
different in their spare time. 
Some rented movies, ome 
went to ball games and ome 
even read for mer enjoyment. 
Among the many things that 
tudents said they liked io do 
when they weni out were 
Marco's movies, walking. 
shooting pool, and yes. going to 
bars. For them it provided the 
diver ions they needed to make 
it through the year. 
Marco's, a student-run club 
in the basement of the Memo-
rial Student Center. offered a 
host of activities. entertainment 
and bevera es that was asily 
accessible to tho e stuck on 
ampu. 
"[think Mar o' provide a 
lot of options for students,·· 
Amy Lopez. Charleston senior 
said. ..More students need to 
take advantage of all the free 
movies, comedian and low-
ost refreshments." 
As always. Marco's brought 
in new film relea e almost 
every week. Thi wa a popular 
attra tion becau th movies 
were ones that had not yet b en 
released in video tores. such 
as The Firm and B nny & Joon. 
Popular stand-up comedians 
also dr w crowds at Marco's. 
Most of th talent. like Brad 
Lowry and Margaret Cho. wer 
entertainers who had appeared 
nationally a comedy clubs, on 
television or on pay-per-view 
cabl 1V specials. 
For the students who pre-
f err d to do something off 
campus. they could always go 
to th movies. Although mor 
expensive. it offer d a relief 
from truggling to rent recent 
movi s just to stay at home. 
.. I don't like to o out much 
be au of smok filled rooms 
and crowds." Chris Shepherd, 
Paw Paw enior aid. "'But I do 
lik movies. I either go to the 
movi s or rent them, I really 
lik movies with good sex and 
romance. l o to about six 
movie a month, depending on 
what has be n released." 
or cours . local bars were 
still a hotspot for tre sed-out 
tud nt looking for a place to 
unwind. The Warehou e. 
Roper's, and Daddy's Money 
drew those who liked to dance 
and socializ , while Th Union 
carried on the tradition of being 
a "Greek bar." 
The Union was a favorite of 
Jason Happe, Charleston 
junior. "If a Greek bar and 
really laid-back. It's a small 
bar where you can shoot pool, 
play foo eball, drink and have a 
good time. Jt's like Cheers, 
everybody knows your name." 
Bars for students with the 
alternative scene in mind were 
also popular choices. Gurnby's, 
42 Grove and The Driftwood 
ofTered an atmosphere away 
from the mainstream. 
The Driftwood, r gardless if 
you're gay or strai ht. i a good 
place to go," a gradual assis-
tant said. 'They don'l discrimi-
nate. The whole purpose of 
everyone being there is to have 
a good time." 
So, whether students were 
gay or straight, alternative or 
traditional, ountry or pop. 
Huntington night life had 
something for everyone. 
by Eric Davis and Kei th Sarver 
Night Lifi 37 
Freaky guy ... Playing l urnby' . . 
ontrol FreaK gultarl l. l)·1vtcl 
An ston. rocks the crowd . 
11tro11J b11 Carol Malcolm 
Lcmin(; Control 
nl r." 
38 l id nl Llf 
1CX111 Kene as teppin8 lone 
One band lh l Jw 
bi crowd wa Rasta 
Ra:fiki, out of Mor l wn . 
.. Rasta Rafiki ha un 
all lheir own." Shawn 
Howard. Sutton d t 
th 
By Carol Malcolm 
Fuzz tune .. . P rfi nnln "My lrousers Point In a 
DI I n. • 1-'w.1. BlKkel roc · Ad\· nture Zone. 
Im 
CU,,\01\ Gut/Irie 
n ·More Than On -
Julie Adams and Lh 
native Huntington. 
It's elect.rte ... Ar ul r band around 
Hunlln ion. El ll"1 Lullab takes a 
bre k. 
pl'wfu CClml cllcol'" 
i ht Lili 39 
Hillary returns .. . For the second time in as many 
year . HiJlary Clinton made a trip to Huntington. 
Thi ti me he was her promoting her husband"s 
Health Care Plan. 
phoro by Carol Malcolm 
WHO, 
As life on campus was 
filled with many controver-
sies, the world at large was 
not much different. 
Beginning with troops in 
Somalia and the murder of 
Michael Jordan's father , 
chan es were continual and 
profound. 
Russian parliament 
convened for the last time, 
the USSR would never be 
the same. 
President Clinton pre-
pared the new health care 
plan (which prompted 
Hillary to visit campus 
again) and NAFTA. Mean-
while, Senator Packwood (R, 
Ore.) faced accusations of 
sexual harassment. 
In sports, the Toronto 
Blue Jays repeated as World 
Series Champs and the 
Dallas Cowboys began its 
attempt to return to the 
Super Bowl. 
Locally, Huntington 
skated a professional 
hockey team on the ice. The 
popular Blizzard, quickly 
coll ted a large following 
among MU students. 
Controversy made its way 
into Hollywood. David 
Letterman won an earlier 
time slot on CBS plus mega 
dollars. 
WtIEQE, WtIEN? 
Ted Dansen and 
Whoopi Goldberg made 
headlines first a couple 
then after Dansen 
appeared in "Blackface" a t 
the Friar Tuck's Roast in 
Whoopi's honor. 
Country and Techno 
music continued its boom in 
popularity on the music 
scene, while Pop held its 
own. "Sleepless In Seattle," 
"The Fugitive," "The Firm," 
and "Jurassic Park" were 
among the leaders at the 
box office. 
Michael Jackson made 
news with allegations of 
child abuse and 
Madonna's "Girly Show" 
toured the world. 
Floods covered the Mid-
west for months, fires 
raged through California 
and tourists became targets 
in Florida. 
Although campus was 
torn on many issues taking 
a look at world events 
helped to put things into 
perspective. Dramatic 
changes were constantly 
taking place. The only thing 
that varied was the WllO. 
Wlli\T. ~ llEQE, WliEW 
Anyone for hockey, eh? .. . Professional 
hockey swept Huntington off its feet last fall. 
as the Huntington Blizzard became one of U1e 
hottest tickets in town. 
phOlo by Carol Malcolm 
Clinton at 
large ... Since 
inauguration the 
first fami ly has 
campaigned their 
change message. 
1993-94 ... 
1993-94 ... the serious 
Still hangin ' around ... Although Ros 
tJerot lost his bid lor presiden t. he 
continued to challenge today"s issues. 
Jay the man .. . Sen . J ay Rockefeller wa 
largely respon ible for the Fir t Lady"s fall 
vi it on health care. 
When William Jefferson 
Clinton was sworn in as Presi-
dent, he promised a bold "season 
of renewal." When his administra-
tion and the rest of the world 
swung into gear in 1993-94, a 
season of change is what we got: 
Vice President Al Gore 
worked to "re-invent" a bureau-
cracy system he said was "failing 
the American people." Streamlin-
ing would save $108 billion over 
five years and cut the federal 
work force by 12 percent, White 
House officials estimated. 
Florida tourists hoped 
not to become the latest in a 
series of killings. At least 10 
foreign travelers were shot in 
rental cars, prompting agencies 
to stop marking their vehicles 
to make them harder to spot. 
West Virginia's govern-
ment leadership was called into 
question when a former lotteiy 
director testified that Gov. 
Gaston Caperton knew about 
negotiations for video lotteiy. 
Several other officials were 
charged with insider trading to 
award contracts for the gam-
bling system, but Caperton 
denied knowledge. 
Clinton called for a 
drastic overhaul of the 
country's health care system, 
igniting a nationwide debate 
over how much could be done 
and at what cost. Clinton's 
health care campaign brought 
his wife Hillary to campus to 
lobby for the plan. 
Qecap 
1993-94 ... the entertainment 
Headed to the big 
cornfield in the sky was 
'"Hee Haw," one of the 
nation's longest running 
programs in television 
history. Runnin since 
1969, "Hee Haw" produced 
600 shows that could be 
rebroadcast. Saaaaa-lute. 
Chevy Chase show 
cancelled by Fox Broad-
casting Company shortly 
after its start while Dave 
Letterman is booming on 
CBS at his 11 :35 time slot. 
Although Charles 
Barkley had run-ins at 
various bars and clubs, th 
superstar a reed to take 
over Michael Jordan's 
McDonald's ad campaign. 
"Aladdin" not only 
made it big at the box 
office. But the animated 
film also received great 
rewards at the video stores. 
Don Henley, in his 
attempt to ave Walden 
Wood , got a variety of 
country music stars to-
gether to r cord the song 
"Common Threads." 
Hollywood madam 
Heidi Fleiss, was thrusted 
into th public ye after it 
wa found the madam had 
a "black book'' with many 
Hollywood stars. 
Television's Oprah 
Winfr y lost over 50 
pounds. Again. 
A worn man ... This year. Michael 
Ja k on faced hard hip after being -... 
accused of child mole talion and a 
confirmed pain km r addiction . 
Tragedy ... Shocking the 
world , Michael Jordan 
announces his plans for 
retirement after a rather 
har h summer. 
She"s back .. . Up to her old 
antics again. Madonna is 
back trying to shock as 
many people a possible 
with her "Girly Show." 
Another World 
Huntington man captivated by Qussia 
Chance and the Gospel 
pulled Todd Lovins into the 
most recent Russian revolution. 
In 1992, the 24-year-old 
senior was trying to sell a 
cellular telephone to a woman 
who found out he was a Baptist 
preacher. She invited him on a 
trip to sell religion as part of a 
missionary trip to Moscow and 
St. Petersburg. 
Lovins got more than he'd 
bargained for. 
"People told us there were 
uprisings," he said. "We said 
'We're still going; We're still 
going.' It was God's will that we 
go over there, We depended on 
God for protection." 
Forty-three rolls of film 
Lovins carried back from 
Russia captured tanks, soldiers 
carrying machine guns and 
bullet-riddled buildings - all 
evidence of the October power 
struggle between Russian 
President Boris Yeltsin and 
parliament. 
Lovins' plane from Hun-
tington flew off with three 
Baptist ministers and five 
laymen cariying 200 pounds of 
dried rice, beans, peanut butter 
and other food. The group also 
took 200 pounds of medical 
supplies, including bandages, 
creams and hypodermic 
needles. 
After 22 hours and stops in 
Pittsburgh, Washington, D.C. 
and Ireland, they landed in 
Moscow. The city exploded with 
violence the next evening when 
White House. the seat of 
Russia's parliament, came 
under siege. 
Lovins and his companions 
had planned to go to the ballet 
but were ordered to stay in their 
hotel, ordered by the American 
embassy to stay put. 
From their 24th-floor room, 
they watched a communications 
tower a mile away being shot 
and bombed until 4 a.m. "You 
could hear machine-gun fire all 
night," Lovins said. "Tracers 
came toward the hotel. It was 
like a fireworks display all red 
ones. 
"If I wasn't a Christian and 
a preacher, I probably would 
have been more scared. Even if I 
didn't get back, it would have 
been OK" 
The fighting died down, but 
the tension did not. The em-
bassy advised them to remain in 
the hotel the next day as well. 
American tourists were a prime 
target for snipers seeking 
publicity, they were told. 
Rage of a country ... Prior to last year 
and the Soviet Union as we have 
always known It. termoll was abun · 
dan l. 
"It was a boring 24 hours," 
Lovins said. "We saw CNN, but it 
was all in Russian. You couldn't 
understand it." 
On the third day. they es-
caped to St. Petersburg, where 
they had planned to go the day 
b fore. Two days later, when the 
fighting quieted in Moscow, they 
returned and stayed. 
For seven days, they 
preached in an underground 
church. Thirty- ight people 
crammed into a 12' by 12' room, 
Lovins said. About 100 others 
listened from hallways and other 
rooms in the house. 
Fighting still regularly 
erupted. and officials told the 
group not to carry cameras 
because they would look like 
American tourists - a prime 
target for violence. Lovins took 
two, leaning out the window of a 
moving taxi to shoot. 
When they came close to the 
parliament building, the taxi 
driver stopped and told Lovins to 
walk if he wanted to go closer. He 
did. 
At Lenin's Tomb, Lovins 
aimed his cameras from five feet 
away as the guards left for the 
last time. Another time, the rest 
of the group left Lovins while he 
shot. They circled their car until 
they found him. 
"I wasn't nervous," he said. "I 
was too stupid. I was thinking 'Oh 
boy, pictures for class .... 
by Brad McElhinny 
Prayers for the future ... This Russian Orthadox 
chur h is a la ndmark in Mo kow and symbolizes 
the traditions of the old Soviet Union . 
Signing session ... Me ting Hilary 
Clinton. Adrian S ales g t an 
autographed copy of the H a lth 
Care Plan. 
p/toro by Brett Hall 
Controversy over 
Hillary leaves lasting impression 
Mildred 
Johnson wore a 
health care 
sticker and a 
smile. 'The only 
good benefit in 
17 years," she 
said of her job 
as Marshall 
Bookstore office 
supply manager. 
'Tm all excited." 
The 
bookstore's 
latest arrival -
"Health Secu-
rity: The 
President's 
Report to the 
American 
People" - was 
being delivered 
by the First 
Lady of the 
United States. 
Hillary 
Rodham 
Clinton's 
second campus visit came Nov. 
4 after Sen. Jay Rockefeller, D-
W.Va., persuaded her to make 
the university her first stop on a 
tour promoting the proposed 
national health care plan. 
A year earlier, Clinton had 
spoken to a crowd of about 
2,000 in front of the James E. 
Morrow Library, promoting her 
husband Bill Clinton's run for 
the presidency. 
The crowd formed early for 
Mrs. Clinton's second visit, 
scheduled to begin at about 9 
a.m. "If I'm late, it won't matter, 
I hope," said one student who 
had a te t at 9:30. 
Most students, faculty and 
staff spent the frosty morning 
outside the locked Memorial 
Student Center, but a lucky few 
- mostly honors students, 
medical school students and 
student government leaders -
waited in the bookstore holding 
copies for Clinton to sign. 
Cheers greeted the first lady, 
who made her way through 
the bookstore trailed by 
Rockefeller and President J . 
Wade Gilley. "I've never done 
this before," she told students. 
"I always see pictures of people 
at book signings." 
Ali Bettencourt, Burke, Va., 
freshman, said she was drooling 
as she thrust her copy at 
Clinton. "All she asked was 
my name," Bettencourt said. 
"She told me she liked my 
hair," said her friend Kim 
Bradshaw, Huntington 
freshman. 
Some medical students in 
line to have books signed said 
the visit wouldn't sway them 
one way or another. 
"I made my decision to be a 
doctor," said Stacy Simonton, 
a third-year medical student 
from Parkersburg. 'The health 
care plan probably will affect us, 
but the drive [to practice medi-
Health Care 
cine] is still there." 
Upstairs in the Don Morris 
Room, College Republicans 
waited with signs saying "I 
didn't vote for Clinton, but I got 
stuck with the BILLI'' and 
"Hillary talking about health 
care is like Kevorkian talking 
about CPR." 
But the crowd of about 1,000 
provided a mostly enthusiastic 
response when Clinton ad-
dressed them for about 20 
minutes. "We need a thundering 
herd to help health care," she 
told them. 
'The worst alternative facing 
America is to do nothing, but 
there are lots of people who 
benefit by doing nothing," she 
said, referring to insurance 
companies and others against 
the health care plan. 
Clinton told audience mem-
bers the plan would provide the 
security they do not have now. 
"Will you have the sam 
insurance next year as you 
have this year?" she asked. 
"There's not a single American 
who can say 'I will have good 
health insurance at a price I 
can afford."' 
Kim Mccunn, a freshman 
molecular biology major, said 
the speech swayed her in 
favor of the plan. "My daughter 
was in the hospital last year," 
she said. "I have good insur-
ance, but a lot of people can't 
afford it." 
by Brad McElhinny 
Talking health ... Visiting Marshall . Hillary 
discusses health care to tuden ts in the 
Don Morri Room. 
pl1010 by Brett Hall 
Opposing views ... Members 
of the College Republicans 
prote t th Health Care Plan. 
photo by Brett Hall 
Blizzard Enthusiasm 
Hockey storms Hunlif18lon 
He skates at 25 mph while 
controlling a four-ounce, three 
inch disc through an angry 
mob, and when he gets within 
range of his objective he 
launches the ebony disc with 
savage ferocity in an attempt 
to get it past a heavily padded 
goal tender. 
This scenario will be re-
peated hundreds of times 
through-out the course of just 
one hockey game. The sport 
arrived in town on Friday Oct. 
22, 1993, when the Hunting-
ton Blizzard hockey team 
played its first home game. 
Huntington residents and 
Marshall University students 
now have another sport to 
watch and another team to be 
proud of. 
Hockey is a game closely 
related to a combat situation. 
Players must react to a rapidly 
changing situation and no 
plan survives tbe first two 
seconds of an engagement. 
Like combat, the success of 
the team is hinged on the 
players ability to predict what 
a comrade will do when the 
situation falls apart. All of this 
happens on a frictionless 
battlefield with a four-ounce 
disc blazing off the ice at 
speeds in excess of 90 mph. 
The beginning of the season 
was rough for the members of 
8nowballs 
the new team as they experi-
enced eight straight losses. 
However, this team is young, 
talented and aggressive. With 
every game the Blizzard gained 
valuable experience. Then, on 
Nov. 10. 1993, the team won 
its first game against the 
Louisville Ice Hawks after an 
overtime period that went into 
a shoot-out. To the young 
team and loyal fans, it was as 
if the Stanley Cup had be n 
won. 
The Blizzard had a very 
short training camp before 
playing its first game. Inde d, 
many of the players didn't 
even know each others names 
as they went on to the ice to 
play in scheduled games. 
Nevertheless, they went out 
and tried. The sport may be 
new to th area and the team 
may have lost some games, 
but the fans, which included 
many Marshall students, 
remained loyal. providin 
impressive turnouts to cheer 
the inexperienced team on to 
victory. 
As time goes on, the Blizzard 
will inevitably gain more expe-
rience and a larger following of 
fans. What ver happens, 
Huntington now has a profes-
sional athletic team and 
Marshall students are a part 
of it. 
by Everett Tackett 
Stick it ... Struggling for the puck. 
Blizzard Doug Roberts struggles with an Ice 
Hawk. 
photo by Brett Hall 
Fairy Tale Turns Night-
mare ... Through very messy 
and public divorce proceed-
ings. Burt Reynolds and Loni 
Anderson decided on a 
somewhat civilized settlement. 
1993-94 Qecap ... 
1993-94 ... the continuation 
Michael Jordan continued to 
amaze on and off the court. 
On the court, he led the 
Chicago Bulls to its third 
consecutive World Champion-
ship and collected another 
NBA Championship Most 
Valuable Player. Off the court, 
the hoopstar sent shock waves 
through the sports world when 
he announced that he would 
retire from basketball. He 
continued to surprise when he 
signed a spring training 
contract with baseball's 
Chicago White Sox. 
Evander Holyfield regained 
his heavy weight boxing title 
by winning a unanimous 
decision to Riddick Bowe in a 
much anticipated rematch. 
A number of trials were aired 
live on television including the 
deadlock cases of Lyle and 
Erik Menendez for the murder 
of their millionaire parents and 
Lorena Bobbitt's acquittal on 
the basis of temporary insanity 
for cutting off her husband's, 
John Wayne, penis. 
The tiny village of 
Lillehammer, Norway 
welcomed the world's best 
athletes to compete in the 
1994 Winter Olympics. But the 
games were overshadowed by 
"Skategate," a scandal 
surrounding U.S. figure 
skaters Nancy Kerrigan and 
Tonya Harding. Kerrigan was 
assaulted a month earlier 
before the U.S. Champion-
ships, and Harding's ex-hus-
band and bodyguard admitted 
conspiring to eliminate 
Kerrigan from competition. 
Harding denied all charges, 
and did not face disciplinary 
action until after the games. 
Emmitt Smith led the Dallas 
Cowboys to back-to-back 
Super Bowl wins by crushing 
the Buffalo Bills for the second 
time. The loss marked the 
fourth consecutive Super Bowl 
Joss for the Bills. 
Well-known marriages 
became major newsmakers. 
Mia Farrow won a child 
custody battle against Woody 
Allen, Burt Reynolds and Loni 
Anderson were divorced after 
eight years and Prince 
Andrews and Sarah Ferguson 
separated after a rocky 
relationship. 
President Bill Clinton made 
numerous controversial 
announcements. One of the 
biggest regarded gays in the 
military. The president 
implemented a "don't ask, 
don't tell" policy which was 
greeted with negative criticism 
from both sides of the issue. 
Joycelyn Elders was appointed 
Surgeon General, but not 
without controversy. Elders 
supports childhood sex-edu 
cation, abortion rights, 
condom distribution in school 
and the legalization of 
marijuana. 
MTV's animated show Beavis 
and Butt-head was blamed for 
trailer fires, cat killings and 
not to mention the main spark 
in the violence on television 
debate. The debate prompted 
Attorney General Janet Reno 
to tell television executives to 
cut violent programming or 
face Congress. 
In an effort to make the 
country safer, the Brady Bill 
was passed. It requires a 
5-day waiting period to 
purchase a handgun. 
California endured a painful 
year. The state was first hit by 
a costly drought, then suffered 
raging fires and topped off with 
one of the worst earthquakes 
in history. 
Nivana Attained ... On April 8 , Nivana·s 
lead singer Kurt Cobain committed 
s uicide. Although their goal was to be 
unpopular. they were one of the '90s 
hottest new groups. 
President Change .. . Vowing to change 
poli tics as usual. Presiden t Bill Clinton 
watched his popularity fluctuate . 
Music to 
Mixed B38 of Melodies 
TOP U.S. SINGLES FOR 1993 
c:Janucup Whitney Houston 
"I Will Always Love You" 
efebmcup Whitney Houston 
"I Will Always Love You" 
ci1arch Peabo Bryson & Regina Belle 
"A Whole New World" 
Apnf Spin Doctors 
"Two Princes" 
ci1ap Whitney Houston 
"I Have Nothing" 
c:Jum: P.M. Dawn 
"Looking Through Patient Eyes" 
c:Jul/J Janet Jackson 
"That's the Way Love Goes" 
~st Rod Stewart 
"Have I Told You Lately" 
Ofx:ptember 
"Runaway Train" 
®cttJber 
"Dreamlover" 
CJroVtJmber 
"No Rain" 
o:aeamber 
"Hero" 
Soul Asylum 
Mariah Carey 
Blind Melon 
Mariah Carey 
Balloon-Cheeked Trumpeter Dies ... 
Jazz great Dlzzle Gillespie, 75 , dJed 
after fighting pancreatic cancer. 
The music industry proved 
once again that it has what 
it takes to please everyone. 
The past year saw new 
bands emerge, old ones stay 
strong, and new sounds 
make an impact. 
Country music 
continued to spread its 
wings and attract a younger 
audience with the popularity 
of line dancing and an 
up-beat sound. Veterans 
like Reba Mcintire and 
Garth Brooks continued to 
please the ears of country 
listeners and newcomers like 
Confederate Railroad, 
Michael Montgomery and 
Tracy Bird had strong 
rookie seasons. Top singles 
included Alan Jackson's 
"Chatahoochee" and 
Confederate Railroad's 
'Trashy Women." 
Rappers experimented 
with mixing jazz into their 
music. Digable Planets and 
A Tribe Called Quest were 
the top acts using this form. 
Dr. Dre and Snoop Doggy 
Dogg were the talk as both 
released debuts. 
Our Ears 
Captured Listeners 
It's been said, "Rock and 
roll is here to stay," and as 
long as groups like U2 and 
Pearl Jam continue to 
produce music, it will. Both 
groups produced new 
releases, Zooropa and 
Vs. respectively, and 
watched their music spread 
like wildfire up the charts. 
Rock was also the 
beneficiary of promising new 
bands like Blind Melon and 
Stone Temple Pilots. Blind 
Melon's "No Rain" topped 
the charts in late spring and 
familiarized the country with 
the "dancing bee girl." Stone 
Temple Pilots gathered 
newcomer of the year 
awards due in large part to 
the band's megahit "Plush." 
After reheating for over a 
decade, Meatloaf climbed 
the charts with "Anything 
for Love." 
The Lollapalooza summer 
tour launched the success of 
Tool, Primus, and Rage 
Against The Machine on 
the alternative scene. 
by Robert Taylor 
TOP lQ POP ALBUMS 
U2 
1) "Zooropa" 
P.M. Dawn 
2) "The Bliss Album" 
Onglnal Soundtrack 
3) "Sliver" 
Yo Ha 
4) "Tengo Painful" 
Nirvana 
5) "In Utero" 
Dr. Dre 
6 ) "The Chronic" 
Roseanne Cash 
7) "The Wheel" 
Come 
8) "Eleven: Eleven" 
L.L. Cool J . 
9) "14 Shots To The Dome 
Tool 
10) "Undertow" 
TOP COUNTRY ALBUMS 
John Michael Montgomery 
"Kickin' It Up" 
Willie Nelson 
"Across the Borderline" 
Patty Loveless 
"Only What I Feel" 
Garth Brooks 
"In Pieces" 
Unique Style ... Rapster Snoop Doggy 
Dogg found solo fame with 
"Doggiestyle. • 
New England Invasion ... New England 
band Belly. emerged as one of the 
promising new talents. 
Country King Dies ..• Heart disease led 
to the death of country music singer 
Conway Tw1tty. 
NEW FACES 
Snoop Doggie Dog 
Doggiestyle, (gangsta rap) 
Star, (alternative) 
Pablo Honey. (aggressive pop) 
Onyx 
Bacdafucup, (hard hip-hop) 
4 Non Blondes 
Bigger, Better. Faster, Morel. 
(folksy-blues) 
Stone Temple Pilots 
Core. (alternative) 
The Cranberries 
Everyone Else Is Doing It. So 
Why Can't We?, 
(Sundays-like) 
Counting Crows 
August & Everything After. 
(Van Morrison-like) 
Shaggy 
Pure Pleasure. 
(dance-hall reggae) 
STAR OBITUARIES 
Audrey Hepburn 
Fred Gwynne 
Spanky McFarland 
Vincent Price 
Dizzy Gillespie 
Monsters, Machismo 
flicks Light fire al Box Office 
Big productions and re-
makes dominated 
Hollywood in 1993. The big 
screen was over taken by 
prehistoric reptiles. 
"Jurassic Park," the epic 
film directed by Steven 
Spielberg, and based on the 
book by Michael Crichton, 
devoured competition 
around the world and 
became the highest grossing 
movie in history. 
Not only was "Jurassic 
Park" a huge hit at the box 
office, it was also popular in 
the bookstores, as was 
John Grisham's best selling 
novel, "The Firm." Tom 
Addressing AIDS ... In "Philadelphia." 
Tom Hanks plays an AIDS Inflicted 
lawyer who fights for his rights. 
Cruisin' By ... The summer's smash. 
"The Firm." gave Tom Cruise another 
notch on his good flick belt. 
Yule Julia ... In a year in which Julia 
Roberts marrted country singer Lyle 
Lovitt. she co-starred In John 
Grtsham's "The Pelican Brtef." 
Cruise starred in the movie 
version of the lawyer 
thriller. A few months later, 
Grisham saw more success 
with "The Pelican Brief." 
Remakes were big 
draws. Looking back for 
inspiration, Harrison Ford 
gave a splendid performance 
in an updated version of 
the television show, "The 
Fugitive." Cloris Leechman 
and Lilly Tomlin helped 
to resurrect the past in a 
silver screen version of "The 
Beverly Hillbillies" while 
Alec Baldwin and wife Kim 
Basinger are on the lam in 
the l 972's crime caper 
~Memoires 
remake of "The Getaway." 
In a comeback of sorts, 
Sylvester Stallone 
starred in two major motion 
pictures, "Cliffhanger" and 
"Demolition Man." His 
normal macho image 
remains in tact. Another 
tough guy, Arnold 
Schwarzenegger did 
his best to portray that 
same image in he "Last 
Action Hero." 
Biographical films were 
popular genres for 
filmmakers. "Dragon," the 
story of Bruce Lee, began 
the trend and was followed 
by "What's Love Got To Do 
With It," based on the life of 
Tina Turner. Perhaps the 
movie that students most 
closely identified with was 
"Rudy," a heartwarming film 
based on a boy who finally 
achieved his life long dream 
of playing football for Notre 
Dame after three gruelling 
years of hard work and 
determination. 
The sensitive yet funny 
"Sleepless in Seattle" 
brought Tom Hanks and 
Meg Ryan together for a 
marvelous performance as 
two long awaiting lovers. 
In a romance of a different 
kind, viewers and at least 
one character in the movie 
received a small surprise in 
the award-winning "The 
Crying Game." 
by Leesa R. Mullins 
10 BEST MOVIES OF 1993 
1) "The Piano" 
2) "Short Cuts" 
3) "Schindler's List" 
4) "Shadowlands" 
5) "Remains of the Day" 
6) "In The Name Of The Father" 
7) "Much Ado About Nothing" 
8) "What's Love Got To Do 
With It?" 
9) "The Fugitive" 
10) "Philadelphia" 
5 WORST MOVIES OF 1993 
1) "Last Action Hero" 
2) "Kalifornia" 
3) "Flesh and Bone" 
4) "Poetic Justice" 
5) "Bodies, Rest & Motion" 
Working Hard ... While Emma Thomp-
son co-starred In "ln The Name Of The 
Father" w1th Daniel Day Lewis, she 
also stars with Anthony Hopkins In 
"Remains Of The Day." 
"Schindler's List" ... starring 
Liam Neeson. 
"Remains Of The Day" ... 
starring Anthony Hopkins . 
"The Fugitive" ... starring 
Harrison Ford. 
"Poetic Justice" ... starring 
Janet Jackson. 
~ UG 6 H OT6 
IN LINE? 
"Mu8 shots?" "I can 8et a PQIZE for my 
mu8 shot?" Many were wonderin8 what 
was 8oin8 on. <£>tudents were bribed in 
hopes of 8etti~ a bi&ser reprerentation 
of the student body in the yearbook 
Despite corny photo8raphers and wind~ 
days, its worth it in the lon8 run, ri8ht 
Years from now children have to have 
reminders of how stupid we looked i1 
'93 and '94. With enticements like these 
and the crowded hallway to facilitat~ 
those who were waitin8 for their turr 
the question every ones mind was whos 
NEXT IN LINE? 
56 Mug Shots Divider 
Face in the Crowd . . . Among a mass of bodies 
on an average night at The Warehouse, 
faces are often indistinguishable. 
photo by Carol E. Malcolm 
Say "Boys" ... Eager to have her "mug 
shot" taken, Lisa C. Gilkerson waited in the 
line the first day and endured the corny 
jokes suggested by the photographer. 
photo by Brett Hall 
Hurry to Wait ... While some were 
getting their mug shots taken, others 
were waiting for their next class by 
utilizing the MSC plaza. 
photo by Todd Lovins 
Catch a Glimpse .. . Taking a few 
minutes before heading off to Classics 
class, Heidi Flinn and Cindy Hayden 
check their makeup and hair. 
Mug Shots Divider 57 
Claude H. Allen 
MA, Education 
Huntington, WV 
Melanie D. 5ad8ett 
MA, Comunication Disorders 
Minnora, WV 
Noel Christian Clay 
MA, Graduate Studies 
Huntington, WV 
Amanda J. Dickerson 
MSN, Nursing 
Greenup, KY 
Nancy J. F88an 
MSN, Nursing 
Portsmouth, OH 
John M. Hannon 
MA, Journalism 
Ironton, OH 
Vernon Q. Hayes 
MA, Political Science 
Huntington, WV 
Takaaki Iwabu 
MA, Journalism 
Huntington, WV 
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Elizabeth A. Johnson 
MA, Journalism- PR 
South Point. OH 
Annette M. Lambert 
MA, Journalism- PR 
Rockport, WV 
Aik Wah Leow 
MA, Graduate Studies 
Huntington, WV 
tlua Lu 
MA, Education 
Huntington, WV 
Christopher Q. Marsh 
MA, Graduate Studies 
Hedgeville, WV 
Brady M. cmith 
MS. Safety 
Williamstown. WV 
Kimberly Thompson 
MS. Safety Engineering 
Philadelphia, PA 
Qobin Bunch Woods 
MA, Music Theatre 
Madison. WV 
Grad Students 59 
Dawn L. Adams 
BA, Art Education 
Huntington. WV 
Tracy A Aldrid8e 
BA, Special Education 
Coal Grove, OH 
Candice A. Armstron8 
BA, Special Education 
Huntington, WV 
Gerald W. Arnold, II 
BSN, Nursing 
Huntington, WV 
Dreama Q. Ash 
BA. Elementary Education 
Proctorville, OH 
Lisa~. Ash 
BA, Counseling 
Bristol, WV 
Lisa 5. Baker 
BBA, Finance 
Summersville, WV 
Misaabrana M. Bare 
BBA. Marketing 
Huntington. WV 
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Nana C. Bassham 
BSN, Nursing 
Kenova, WV 
An8elica I. Berry 
BA, Elementary Education 
Danese, WV 
Amy B. Bias 
BA, Elementary Education 
St. Albans, WV 
Michelle A. Birch 
BA, Elementary Education 
Wheeling, WV 
Christopher D. Bo&3S 
BBA, Accounting 
Spencer, WV 
Curtis L. Bo&3s 
BBA, Accounting 
Spencer, WV 
Donna M. Bolden 
BS, Biology 
Gallipolis, OH 
Andrea B. Bond 
BA, Journalism 
Ona, WV 
Seniors 61 
Daniel Bonnett 
BS, Math/Physics 
Hurricane, WV 
~nita Bowen 
BBA, Accounting 
Ashland, KY 
An8elica ~- Bowles 
BS, Biology 
Meadow Bridge, WV 
Brian M. Brown 
BS, Biology 
Mineral Wells, WV 
lieather A. Bruce 
BA, Fashion Merchandising 
Lancaster, PA 
Emily K. Buffi8ardner 
BA, Speech Pathology 
Mason, WV 
Lesley L. Bur8ess 
AAS, Medical Record 
Whitman, WV 
Carrie L. Burns 
BA, Elementary Education 
Huntington, WV 
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Lori Q. Burns 
BBA, Accounting 
Chesapeake, OH 
Thomas Q. Burns 
BA, Criminal Justice 
Ripley, WV 
Lisa J. Carrico 
BA, Elementary Education 
Ghent, WV 
Michael A Carter, Jr. 
BA, Criminal Justice 
Coventry, CT 
Brenda K. Chianesi 
BSN, Nursing 
Huntington, WV 
Marc C. Christopher 
BA, Social Studies 
Huntington, WV 
D. &ott Clark 
BA, Religious Studies 
Huntington, WV 
Qe8ina D. Claywell 
BBA, Health Care Mgt. 
Hicu, WV 
Seniors 63 
Nikki D. Collins 
BA, Marketing Education 
Birch River. WV 
Christine M. Connell 
BSW, Social Work 
Glen Dale, WV 
Debra L. Conner 
BA, Special Education 
Milton, WV 
Christy Copley 
BA, Elementary Education 
Huntington, WV 
Cathy L. Crai8 
BA, Elementary Education 
Eleanor, WV 
Katherine M. Dalton 
BA, Journalism 
Columbus, OH 
Kelly Q . Daniel 
BA, Psychology 
Lavalette, WV 
Joseph L. Davis, Jr. 
AAS, Electronic Technology 
Maybeury, WV 
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Amber D. Dennison 
BA, Elementary Education 
Huntington, WV 
Mark Diiorio 
BA, Broadcasting/English 
Kenova, WV 
Eric B. Dotson 
BA, Psychology 
Charlestown, WV 
Jennifer C. Duba 
BSM1', Medical Technology 
Huntington, WV 
Karen Y. Eads 
BFA, Graphic Design 
Huntington, WV 
Alicia C. Eldri~e 
BA, Education 
Chesapeake, OH 
Eric 0. Enders 
BS, Recreational Therapy 
Gerrardstown, WV 
Nancy J. fa8an 
MSN, Nursing 
Portsmouth, OH 
Seniors 65 
Daniel K. felts 
BA, Advertising 
Pulaski, VA 
Lisa D. fer8uson 
BA, Elementary Education 
Huntington, WV 
Marcelo ferreira 
BBA, Marketing 
Huntington, WV 
Lucy f errell 
BA, Library Science 
Fort Gay, WV 
Heather D. fitzpatrick 
BBA, Business Management 
Crab Orchard, WV 
tleidi-Lei8h flinn 
BFA, Graphic Design 
Wiesbaden, Germany 
Paul K. fraley 
BA, Education 
Kenova, WV 
Tammy D. frazie 
BA, Journalism- PR 
Huntington, WV 
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Brad A. frittro 
BA, Education 
Clarksburg, WV 
Theresa L. Garrett 
BA, Elementary Education 
Beckley, WV 
Tracy M. Gibson 
BA, Journalism- PR 
Wyoming, WV 
Lisa C. Gilkerson 
BA, Psychology 
Kenova, WV 
Ally son J. Goddard 
BA, Journalism- Advertising 
Sardis, OH 
Michael <£>. Godfrey 
BA, Political Science 
Weston, WV 
Kelly Q. Gritt 
BA, Elementary Education 
South Charleston, WV 
Mary C. Gullett 
BSN, Nursing 
Chapmanville, WV 
Seniors 67 
Clifford Q. Haddox 
BA, Broadcasting 
Huntington, WV 
Victor K. Hainer 
BS, Physics 
Chapmanville, WV 
Christa Q . Hall 
BA, Elementary Education 
Delbarton, WV 
Teresa L. Hall 
BA, Speech Pathology 
St. Albans, WV 
Jennifer M. Hancock 
BA, Criminal Justice/Soc. 
Hansford, WV 
Nancy J. Harless 
BA, Elementary Education 
Crab Orchard, WV 
Dorothy J. Hatfield 
BBA, Marketing 
Huntington, WV 
Jayme D. Hayes 
BA, Elementary Education 
Proctorville , OH 
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Tonya L. Helmick 
BA, Psychology 
Horner, WV 
Andrea Q. Hensley 
BA, Special Education 
Point Pleasant, WV 
Misty D. Hess 
BA, Journalism-
Parkersburg, WV 
Denise Hicks 
BFA, Theatre 
South Charleston, WV 
Mark J. Horsley 
BSW, Social Work 
Huntington, WV 
J. 0tephen Hoskins 
BS, Chemistry 
St. Albans, WV 
Patricia K. Huffman 
BA, Psychology 
Valley Bend, WV 
Kelly 0. Hu3hart 
BSN. Nursing 
Point Pleasant, WV 
Seniors 69 
Quth M. Hurley 
BA, Art Education 
Glen Dale, WV 
Melissa D. Isaacs 
BA, Education 
Hurricane, WV 
~helly D. Jobe 
BA, Elementary Education 
Salt Rock, WV 
Elizabeth ~. Kauffman 
AAS, Legal Assisting 
Keyser, WV 
Elizabeth D. Keatley 
BA, Secondary Education 
Delbarton, WV 
Kara L. Kerns 
BA, Psychology 
Ripley, WV 
Maggie J. Kincaid 
BA, Political Science 
Scott Depot, WV 
Qebecca L. Kniceley 
BA, Education 
Oak Hill, WV 
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Chris E. Kni8hton 
BA, Biology Education 
Hurricane, WV 
A. Harper Kroe8er 
BA, Speech Pathology 
Gandeeville, WV 
Catherine Lake 
BSW, Social Work 
Ona, WV 
Leann J. Landreth 
BA, Comm. Disorders 
Princeton, WV 
Allison M. Lei8hty 
BA, Journalism- Broadcast 
St. Albans, WV 
An8ela A Lilly 
AAS, Legal Assisting 
Beaver, WV 
otephanie L. Lilly 
BA, Business Education 
Scott Depot, WV 
Barbara G. Linville 
BA, Elementary Education 
Fort Gay, WV 
, Seniors 71 
Jennifer L. Litton 
BS, Biology 
Hurricane, WV 
Deborah K. Love 
BA, Education 
Proctorville, OH 
~haron A. Lucas 
BA, Elementary Education 
Ranger, WV 
Carol E. Malcolm 
BA, Journalism- Magazine 
Philippi, WV 
Tracy L. Mallet 
BA, Journalism 
New Martinsville, WV 
Kathy L. Marsh 
BA, Psychology 
Wheeling, WV 
Cheryl A. Maynard 
BA, Elementary Ed. /Sp. Ed. 
Chattaroy, WV 
Amy 5. McCaskey 
BA, Special Education 
New Martinsville, WV 
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An8ela f. McClure 
BA, Psychology 
Yawkey, WV 
Tamara D. McCrady 
BA, Special Education 
Belleville, WV 
Brad D. McElhinny 
BA, Journalism- News Ed. 
Parkersburg, WV 
fred J. McLain, III 
BA, Physical Education 
Mount Hope, WV 
Melissa D. Meadows 
BA, Legal Studies 
Hurricane, WV 
0tephanie G. Meadows 
BA, Special Education 
Milton, WV 
Ana M. Menendez 
BA, Journalism 
Aurdra, IL 
Tracey Q. Mikles 
BA, Marketing Education 
Huntington, WV 
Seniors 73 
Brett Q. Miller 
BS, Science 
Lebanon, OH 
Linda G. Moore 
BA, Elementary Education 
Kermit, WV 
Patricia L. Murphy 
BA, Elementary Education 
Louisa, KY 
Donna I. Nance 
BSMT, Medical Technology 
Huntington, WV 
Brid3et Q. Nelson 
BS, Chemistry 
St. Mary's, WV 
Jamey E. Noland 
BA, Criminal Justice 
Bluefield, WV 
Tonya L. Parker 
BA, Elementary Education 
Barboursville, WV 
Lavonne J. Pennin3ton 
BA, Education 
Kenova, WV 
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M. Joyce Pennin8ton 
BA, Education 
Kenova, WV 
Mary Perry 
BA, Elementary Education 
Kermit, WV 
Beth Phillips 
BA, Psychology 
Huntington, WV 
P. David Phillips 
BBA, Business Management 
Craigsville, WV 
-.' 
Michael E. Plybon 
BA, English 
Barboursville, WV 
5. Darcel Poe 
BA, Education 
Huntington, WV 
Daniela L. Po8an 
BS, Pre-Med. 
Proctorville, OH 
Dara C. Porfeli 
BS, Zoology 
New Martinsville, WV 
Seniors 75 
Jill I. Powell 
BA, Criminal Justice 
Meadville, PA 
Jason A. Price 
BS, Science 
Alkol, WV 
cheree L. Price 
BA, Criminal Justice 
Keystone, WV 
ctephanie D. Price 
BA, Elementary Education 
Charlottesville, VA 
Melissa A. Rake 
BA, Journalism 
Parkersburg, WV 
Kevin D. Reid 
BBA, Marketing 
Richmond, VA 
Karen E. Renick 
BA, Education 
Oak Hill , WV 
Grant J. ·Rice 
BBA, International Business 
Louisville, KY 
76 MugShots 
Carrie L. Qiddlle 
BA, Special Education 
Huntington, WV 
L\n8ie M. Qiddle 
BA, History 
Charlton Heights, WV 
Dwi8ht E. Qose 
BA, Psychology 
Nitro, WV 
0ara E. Qoy 
BA, Journalism- Broadcast 
Shinnston, WV 
Keith 0. carver 
BA, Classical Studies 
Lewisburg, WV 
Karen 0. &hlatt 
BA, Marketing Education 
Proctorville, OH 
T. Chris 0hepherd 
BA, Classical Studies 
Huntington, WV 
Dou81as L\. 0hilot 
BA, Elementary Education 
Kenova, WV 
Seniors 77 
Amy D. 0hinn 
BSMT, Medical Technology 
Sandyville, WV 
Keith A. 0immons 
BA, Music Education 
Waynesboro, VA 
Cary C. 0mith 
BA. Journalism 
Monaville, WV 
Jennifer C. 0mith 
BA, Education 
Nutter Fort, WV 
Tammy 0. &vine 
BA. Criminal Justice 
Hurricane, WV 
L.L. Qoy 0pencer. Jr. 
AAS, Legal Assisting 
Barboursville, WV 
Beatrice L. 0pradley 
BA, Education 
Williamson, WV 
Carmen 5. 0purlock 
BSW, Social Work 
Huntington, WV 
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Qickey L. 0purlock 
BSW, Social Work 
Huntington, WV 
Keith A 0tewart 
BA, Spanish Education 
Oceana, WV 
Brenda M. 0tooke 
BA, Sociology 
Ona, WV 
Caryn D. 0wann 
BA, Education 
Wheeling, WV 
Mitchell A Theis 
BBA, Business Management 
Washington, D.C. 
Kara C. Trembush 
BS, Biology 
Glen Dale, WV 
Timothy E. Tweed 
BA, Sociology I Criminal Enf. 
Logan, WV 
Brent A Unroe 
BA, Elementary Education 
Crown City, OH 
Seniors 79 
8undy G. Updike 
BA, Elementary Education 
Huntington, WV 
Erin V. Vanhorn 
BA, Elementary Education 
Weirton, WV 
Connie L. Wall ace 
BBA, Accounting 
Milton, WV 
8usan H. Warner 
BBA, Finance/Business Law 
St. George, WV 
Beth E. Waterman 
BA, Elementary Education 
Bexley, OH 
8tacey E. Welch 
BBA, Finance 
Hurricane, WV 
Meredith L. White 
BA, Psychology 
Hurricane, WV 
Linda K. WiMins 
BSN, Nursing 
Sandyville, WV 
80 MugShots 
Christine M. Willis 
BA, Psychology 
South Point, OH 
Charlee A. Wilson 
BSW, Social Work 
Huntington, WV 
Kristina G. Wood 
BA, Psychology 
Weston, WV 
Seniors 81 
Luther M. Adams 
MGT. Huntington . WV 
Brian Q. Bailey 
PHY. Minnora, WV 
Libby J. Baisden 
Fl , Huntington. WV 
Paul R. Baker 
BSC. Huntington, WV 
Evlalia 6. l)aldrich 
&ephanie . Breuss 
PE. Wheeling. WV 
Rene D. Brownif18 
Amy D. 5rumfield 
EDF, Delbarton, WV 
Krist.in h. Bulcher 
JMC. Huntington . WV 
Thomas &. Canlley 
SWK. Wayne. WV 
Tara Capparelli 
SCI. Northfork. WV 
Ladonna C. ame.s 
CJ, Yawkey, WV 
Je&:ph R. arpenler 
CJ. Glasgow. WV 
Rhonda K. Chapman 
NUR. Cool Grove, OH 
Af18ela D. Clark 
L.AS, Charleston. WV 
82 
Lesley Q. Clemenls 
PSY. Huntington. WV 
Kimberly fl . Coffman 
MAT, Richwood. WV 
Georgie fl. Coleman 
EDF, Hico, WV 
Kimberly Davis 
SSC, Chatlaroy. WV 
Joseph M. Delapa 
GLY. Proctorville. OH 
Elvira Diezdelsel 
JMC. Huntington. WV 
Michele R. Duncan 
JMC. Madison. WV 
Veronica f.slep 
PSY, Delbarton. WV 
oonja fl. Fairfax 
CIS . Montgomery. WV 
Julia fl. Farley 
JMC. Princeton, WV 
Tanya L. falony 
PSY, Huntington, WV 
Calherine . Faulkner 
OT. Huntington. WV 
Danette L. flowers 
ACC. Lucasvllle, OH 
Marcy D. Cenlry 
EDF. Hurricane. WV 
Vanesa Cijon 
JMC. Huntington. WV 
Misly D. Core 
CD. Blair. WV 
Juniors 83 
Mark f. Groves 
CJ, Hununglon. WV 
Mallhew L. Groves 
CIS. Cralgsville. WV 
Joel B. 11all 
Kelley Hall 
MRT. Charleston. WV 
Jenn if er L. Hammack 
ACC. Gandeeville. WV 
Angela D. Hamrick 
ACC. Fenwick, WV 
Qulh M. liarmon 
REG, Prichard, WV 
!alie W. liarper 
EDF. Man, WV 
William I. Hensley 
EDF, Delbarton. WV 
Jon C. Hick.man 
CIS. Elkvlew. WV 
Kimberly C. Jack.son 
BSC. Charleston. WV 
Amy C. Kegley 
BUS, Friendship, OH 
Anne M. Kilkenny 
LA. Barboursville. WV 
Mar.she B. Kin& 
EDF. Chesapeake. OH 
Michelle L. Le.st.er 
EDF. Bnmo, WV 
Myra D. Lilly 
SCI, Huntington, WV 
84 
&m H. Lill.era! 
CHM.Chapmanville. WV 
Kimberly J. Maertins. 
CJ. Huntington.WV 
Kara L. Marcum 
JMC,Chapmanvllle , WV 
Angela D. lcCinnis 
SCI, Huntington, WV 
Catherine fl. McMillion 
EDF. Vienna. WV 
Eric fl. Meadows 
MGT. MUlon. WV 
Jenny R. Miller 
lori fl. Miller 
JMC. Proctorville. OH 
Pricie L. Mooney 
CD, Gordon, WV 
M.y M. Moore 
BSC. Nitro. WV 
Tumo~u Nakada 
JMC, HunUngton, WV 
lioward J. Naully Ill 
CIS. Sharon Hill. PA 
Renee Nelron 
SCI. Aiko!. WV 
Kaho Nitanda 
ACC, Huntington, WV 
John W. Pennine,ton 
E:DF, Nken. SC 
Cheryle L. Pilbeam 
EDF, Dunlow. WV 
Juniors 85 
ttenry Plumley 
ELT. Beckley, WV 
Marlene V. Price 
REG. Huntington, WV 
Tammy&. Ray 
Viola M. Richards 
ACC. Culloden. WV 
Amy Jo Riffee 
SCI, So.Charleston, WV 
'I'iffany B. Roberts 
NUR. Brad haw, WV 
6helia J. &anders 
SOC. Branchland. WV 
Anna L. &arberry 
MLT. Ashton. WV 
Jon B. &olt 
BSC. Cora. WV 
Brenl R. 6havor 
CIS. Proctorville. OH 
Deanna D. 6hult.z 
SCI. Iaeger. WV 
Ann Marie 6tmpron 
BSC, Huntington. WV 
Lisa G. &archer 
EDF. 
West Columbia, WV 
Jamie E. &over 
BUS. Charleston. WV 
Jody &owers 
CJ. South Point, OH 
&lephanie A. Thomas 
CR. Huntin gton. WV 
86 
Cyrus M. Triplelt 
EDF, Branchland. WV 
~hawn L. Turley 
MGT. Hartford, WV 
Christy G Tyree 
PE, Summersville.WV 
&rah L. llnnslon 
BSC. Huntington. WV 
Kyle A. Walker 
PSY, Clarksville. IN 
Tiffany L. Ward 
ART, St Albans. WV 
Merri J. Warden 
ACC. HunUngton. WV 
Claudia M. Weaver 
MGT. M!thers. WV 
Mary M. Wesl 
EDF. Coraopoll , PA 
c%elle L. West 
EDF. Galllpolls. OH 
Deedee L. Willhite 
CR. Beadslaw, WV 
' Cullie D. Williamson 
LAS, Huntington, WV 
David A. Wolfe 
BSC. Omar. WV 
Barbarn J_ Woolen 
ML T. Salt Rock. WV 
Larry Ycaler 
SCI. Waverly. WV 
Juniors 87 
&th . Adkins 
BSC. Wesc Hamlin, WV 
Kevin B. Ashcraft. 
ACC. Salem. WV 
Malinda 5BcJsell 
UND. Mlnnora. WV 
'Iina M. Bac:JseU 
CD. Ruh. KY 
Belly J. Bailes 
ACC, ColUe. WV 
Arny E. Beker 
JMC. RJchwood. WV 
Amy K. Balo& 
EDF, HurrJcan . WV 
Leann Balog 
SCl / BSC, 
Hurricane. WV 
Donna M. Balser 
ENG. Ravenswood. WV 
&an Bordner 
CIS, Salem, WV 
Deborah t~. Boyd 
BSC. South Point. OH 
Q. Morton Boyd 
ART, Hunungton. WV 
Pally Burgess 
THE. Chesler, WV 
88 
Michelle D. Burris 
MT. PT. Pleasant. WV 
Chrislopher L. Clay 
ACC, Stephenson. WV 
Lori Cook 
EDF. Buckeye, WV 
Qussell f\. Cook, Jr. 
ACC. ltmann. WV 
Cheryl L. Cotton 
FIN. HunUngton. WV 
tlealhcr Davis 
NUR. Charleston, WV 
Heidy Maria Decanio 
JMC. Charleston. WV 
Noel P. ehaven 
SCI. Lewisburg. WV 
Jon fl. Doty 
UNO. Belmont, WV 
An&ela D. Ellis 
ACC. Man. WV 
Alan Q. Elswick 
FIN. Welch, WV 
Tonya R. falls 
EDF. 
White Sulphur 
Springs . WV 
Dixie L. Fannin 
BUS. Huntington. WV 
E>rell f\ . fau lknier 
CHM. Huntington. WV 
Mallhew f\. Freeman 
SCI. Dawes, WV 
Chri.stina frilz 
NUR. Marianna, WV 
Sophomores 89 
Daniel J. t!all 
EDF. Bolt. WY 
Crela f. Mall 
MOT, Glenwood, WV 
ChrisU ffalstead 
Bobbie tlrunrick 
SWK. Richwood. WY 
Jonathan D. Marper 
MGT, Gilbert, WV 
Dennis M. Micks 
JMC. Huntington. WV 
~tichelle Q. ffod&es 
PSC/ ENG. 
Huntington, WV 
William Q. tiolslein, Jr. 
CJS. Colloden. WV 
William C. Mulchison 
UND, Huntington, WV 
Melanie L. Jackron 
BSC, Proctorville, WV 
Rebecca D. Jarrell 
CR, Naoma, WV 
Brenda L. Johnron 
EDF. Ripley. WV 
Christina Johnson 
CR, Huntington, WV 
Jennifer A. KelLerman 
CJ, Moorefield, WV 
Brandi N. K.idd 
JMC. Alum Creek. WV 
Florida Kilmer 
PLS, Hunungton. WY 
90 
Jennifer Q. Knighton 
EDF. Charles ton, WV 
Jennifer L. Koerner 
EDF. Delta, PA 
Joel E. Kuhn 
PSY. S. Charleston, WV 
Pe&ir M. Laxton 
MAT. Pineville, WV 
f\nne Lepera 
SC!, Harrisonburg. VA 
f\ngela Renee Le!lt.er 
SCI, North Sprtng, WV 
Melissa D. le.iiler 
SCI. Verner, WV 
f\my K. Lovino 
CD. Charles ton. WV 
Kimberly D. McDaniel 
BSC, Proctorville. OH 
Tare M. Meyer 
UNO. Beckley, WV 
&aci L. Minks 
NUR. Cairo, WV 
Wendy Y. Mor8an 
SCI. lites Fork. WV 
Theresa L. ewlon 
LAS. Huntington. WV 
Laure Cibron O'neal 
UND. Old Fields, WV 
Janice R. Panchesine 
JMC. Barga!ntown. NJ 
Tyler A. Parris 
UND. Lost Creek, WV 
Sophomores 91 
Chrisly L. Parsons 
REG , Ripley. WV 
Noaka L. Pal.sey 
Nur, Premier . WV 
Eva Polk 
SWK. Crum, WV 
Amy C. Prestera 
PE, Huntington, WV 
foith /I. Drexel.or 
CR. Charleston. WV 
Tom Rambacher 
SCI, Iron ton , OH 
Deeanna M. Randall 
SWK. Lou isa, KY 
James Lawewnce Ray 
UNO, L-Ouls vllle. KY 
Tina M. Rexroad 
EDF. Moorefield. WV 
Beth N. & lisbury 
CJ. Gallipolis, OH 
llri&ela D. &unders 
UNO, Chesapeake, OH 
& ndra 6. &a 
LAS, Hln lon, WV 
Arissa Q. 6mith 
ACC. Stonewood. WV 
Jennifer A. 6mool 
SCI tti:in11ngton. WV 
Paul David Swann 
JMC, Huntington. WV 
April D. 6winey 
FIN. Ni t ro, WV 
92 
Christy II. Tale 
THE. Bridgeport, WV 
Michelle Leish Taylor 
CHM. Huntington, WV 
Melissa II. 'l'ribcll 
CD. McMechen, WV 
~elia D. Walls 
BSC, Davy, WV 
Malinda D. Ww, 
PSY, Harrisville, WV 
t:. Paul Weidner 
ACC, Huntington. 
WV 
Cecil Williams. Jr. 
PSY. Holden, WV 
Sophomores 93 
Iieather A. Alalski 
EDF, Huntington, WV 
Joe C>. Bailey 
BUS, St. Albans, WV 
Jeremy C>. Baisden 
CIS, Huntington, WV 
Rami R. Barrier 
SCI, Poca, WV 
Crystal G 5o&ss 
SCI, Spencer, WV 
Anthony I. Bohrer 
CJ, Bunker Hill, WV 
Jim P. Branham 
CJ, Bunker Hill, WV 
C>helly R. Brennan 
NUR, St. Albans, WV 
Amy E. Clements 
CJ, Chester, VA 
Elizabeth R. Criddle 
SCI, Jumping 
Branch,WV 
Richard A. Cross 
BUS, Huntington, WV 
Tammy J. Edmonds 
MGT, Huntington, WV 
94 MugShots 
Keith D. fields 
PSY, Chesapeake, ~ 
Heather Finton 
MTH, Kiahsville, ~ 
Todd W. Fulford 
ENG, Huntington, ~ 
Melissa D. furrow 
ACC, Greenville, ~ 
Tracie L. Candee 
PSY, Spencer, ~ 
&raE. Ginn 
PSY, Hurricane, ~ 
Michelle E. Goodni8ht 
BSC / CHM, 
Virginia Beach, VA 
Mark K. Graves 
SCI, Proctorville, OH 
Heather D. Grimes 
MGT, 
New Cumberland ~ 
Bryan M. Hfi81ey 
NUR, 
Fraziers Bottom, ~ 
Natalie J. Harris 
PSY, Buckhannon, ~ 
Christina fl. Hatfield 
MDT, Milton, ~ 
Freshmen 95 
Leonard M. Hatten 
BSC, Huntington, WV 
Vicki J. Hopper 
SCI, Ironton, OH 
Jennifer M. Jenkins 
OSH, Kitts Hill, OH 
Keith A. Johnson 
SOS, South Point, OH 
Bruce L. Jones 
CJ, Dunbar, WV 
Julie E. Jones 
CD, Hamlin, WV 
David C. Kalinoski 
CIS, Huntington , WV 
~haron N. Knighton 
CD, Charleston, WV 
Larry D. Kress. II 
BUS, Lesage, WV 
Amy V. McGuire 
CJ, Petersburg, WV 
Michael T. McVay 
JMC, Huntington, WV 
Kimberly A Meade 
LA, Hu ntington, WV 
96 MugShots 
Glenna J. Moore 
S CI, Mt. Lookout, WV 
fln8ela Peelish 
SCI, Shady Spring, WV 
Elaine C. Qader 
PSY, 
Summersville, WV 
Chris f. Qao 
ECN, Vienna, VA 
Elizabeth fl. Qehme 
BSC, 
S outh Webster, OH 
fll isha D. Qhodes 
CHM. Kenna, WV 
Daniel fl. Qichardson 
MKT, Institute, WV 
Michelle L. Qollyson 
MRT, Huntington, WV 
Peter M. Quest 
JMC, Martinsburg, WV 
Kevin 6. & nders 
EDF, Branchland, WV 
Vicki L. C>ansom 
SPH, Cyclone, WV 
Michael T. & unders 
BUS, Huntington, WV 
Freshmen 97 
Mary E. &r8ent 
MAT, Bristol , WV 
Courtney 6. 6isk 
JMC, Beaver, VA 
Aimee faith 6ites 
SCI, Chesapeake, OH 
Cassie M. 6mith 
ART, Sandyville , WV 
Kelly M. 6tiltner 
UND, Huntington, WV 
Melissa 6. ~!>towers 
EDF, Huntington, WV 
Lutricia f. Tampa 
THE, Hansford, WV 
Roland Taylor 
UND, Sod, WV 
Jacy L. Thomas 
ACC, Comfort, WV 
Melissa D. Tyler 
CJ, Charleston WV 
Deborah L. Vance 
UND, Salem, VA 
William C. Wallace 
SCI, Pu llman, WV 
98 MugShots 
Mary B. Ward 
NUR, Milton, WV 
Qachael Lei8h Weaver 
PSY, Scott Depot, WV 
David Westfall, II 
CJ, Tornado, WV 
Becky Wilhelm 
SCI, Ridgeley, WV 
6tephanie L. Wood 
EDF, Beckley, WV 
Christy L. W ooclward 
ART, Exchange, WV 
Beverly A. W oaten 
PSY, Salt Rock , WV 
Nate L. Wyrick 
PHY, Proctorville, OH 
James Keith York 
BUS, Dingess, WV 
Todd A. YOUfl8 
CJ, Lookout, WV 
Freshmen 99 
campu 
r ult. 
and 
phDlo by Todd Lo11lns 
Waating Time.. . Sitting outside of the 
Learnln C nt r in the Community 
Coll . tud nts wait for their next 
la whll Oi ling out next semester' 
h dul . photo by Allyson Goddard 
The Cutting Edge ... Prtntmaking class 
with Prof. P t Massing r quired much 
tedlou d tailed work and many out-of-
cla hou In ord r to produce quality 
portfoUo m t rial . 
photo by Alt~n Goddard 
100 Academics Divider 
\ C D l ~ I C 
CW?hatS UP WITH THI8? 
Attemplin8 to remain calm while 
urrounded by a room full of first-
8rader wrap in8 ankle for the 
ba ketb II Learn or 8oing on the air live 
were atypical cl of typical colle8e 
ludent.s. The hiflin8 of everything from 
admini lralon lo office ace directly 
or indirrectly affected everyone. Once 
58ain. dead' week emed to be 
i8nored by profe or leavin8 
everyone Lo feel ju l t.hal The tress 
wa con t.anl a were the projects and 
tests. Each i8nment lefl tudenls 
wonderin8 WliAT'& UP WlTII Tiil&? 
Academics Divider 
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Mind Your ... 
Les and le tudent were making 
busines their busine . 
Although bu ines chool had 
boomed in the 80 . national trends 
showed enrollment in business schools 
declining. and Marshall faced the same 
problem . decrea in in enrollment 
since 1987. 
"The national problem of declining 
busine s enrollment is particularly acute 
in West Virginia," said Dr. Calvin A. 
Kent, dean of the Colle e of Business. 
"The numb r of olleg -a e tudents 
here is much lower than in the rest of 
the nation." 
Student who did go on o college 
began selectln degr e mphasizing 
technical kill or lib ral art knowledge. 
"The liheral art degree prepares 
people for any career... aid Dr. Joan 
Tyler Mead. interim dean of the College 
of Liberal Arts. "There have been 
studie howing tha ucce in a 
career i 15 percent dep ndent on 
technical kill and 85 percent on 
... Own Business 
human interaction skills, and the lib ral 
art degree gives you the ability to deal 
with people." 
"I dive ts you of parochial thinking 
and help the student to understand 
and empathize with the thinking of 
other ." 
To help lure students back, the Colle e 
of Bu ine began a recruitment 
program. 
"W have done a recruiting video, and 
we also have gone to presentations and 
44 high hools in the region to try to 
recruit more students to the program," 
Kent aid. 
Al o, the college sent out brochure to 
every tudent in the state who indicated 
an intere t in business on their ACT 
e t . 
"We are expanding the direct mail 
campaign to cover northern Virginia," 
Kent aid. 
"We have gotten a significant number 
of tudents from there in the past and it 
i hard for tudents to get into and 
afford school there." 
Kent aid he expected the busine 
school limate to heat up again soon. 
"I think there is a cycle to enrollmen 
in colleg majors. A few years ago the 
world was oversupplied with engineers 
and now engineering is a hot major. 
In the 80s, an MBA could pick their job. 
Now we are on the down side, but we'll 
wing back. 
Upper Management... Students 
explor th bu lness world from 
the op. photo by Takaakl lWQbu 
Assembly Line... omputers make 
planning easter for business students. 
Business 103 
Deskwork ... MUJtary Sci n e 
stud nt r adytn th m Iv 
for a momln lectur . 
104 Academics 
Takin' Care of. .. 
... Business 
Mac Attacks ... With an xtra Business school fe 
added to her tulllon. R 11n layweU worked a a 
tudent assistant to help pay the bills 
.. 
Buttoning Up... the n w dean of lhe Colle e of 
Bu iness. Calvin Kent hop d to pin down way to 
attract more tudent . 
Computer Age.. . Bu lness student d 
hour In the computer room. 
Business 105 
Helping Band. .. Tutortn ervtcc 
gav students a bargain at U1 
H.E.L.P. Center. 
106 Academics 
Help Wanted 
Barbara Guyer jumpstar ed th HELP 
program in 1981 with little more than 
her own will. 
1\v lve y ars later, the Higher 
Education Learning Problem program 
wa de tgnated a "Center of Excellence," 
an honor be owed on only an elite 
numb r of campus program . 
Guyer aid he was delighted by the 
designation. "I think it help professors 
have mor confidence in our program, " 
she aid, adding that, in the beginning, a 
few profe or told her the program was 
for tudents who simply didn' belong in 
colle e. 
"It hould help the public to 
under tand learning disabilitle better, 
to ac p th fact that ju t becau 
you'r different, it doesn't m an you're 
not int llig nt and can't succeed in 
college," she said. 
When Guyer organized HELP, she 
started with three undergradua t 
student , two graduate as i tant , and 
a $5,000 rant from the Mar hall 
Foundation. 
By 1993. HELP served 180 tudents 
and wa staffed by 37 graduate a sis-
tants, et ht full-time employees and 20 
part-time employees. 
Guyer aid she lobbied for the Center 
of Exe Hence d.istinction her elf. "We 
want d to be ometh.ing extra pectal." 
Problem-solving .. . Addressing the 
dilemma of autism. parents. researchers 
and teachers s ek answers. 
-All Eyes ... Classes helped teach student 
how to cop with autism. 
Education 107 
Step-by-Step ... 
Planning ah ad 
In lhc Leaming 
Re ource Center. 
tudem complete 
le on plan . 
phOID by Todd Lovll\lr 
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To Educate ... 
Plastic Wrappers ... With mechanical 
aid, workers in the LearnJng Resource 
enter laminate papers. 
phoro by Todd. Loulns 
... To Libera le 
I i 
• Using Video as an Educational Tool.. . 
The ollege of Education provide the 
vi ual Image to bring Imagination to 
the la room. 
phoco by Tani Borden 
• Copy Cat ... Graduate students In the 
Leamtn Center helped other studen 
photocopy student teaching material 
pho<o by Todd Looins 
Education 109 
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Around lhe World 
Traveling the world wa the way 
one new En li h teacher broadened 
his mind. 
John Van Kirk flew helicopter for the 
Navy. lived in South Am rtca and sailed 
across the Atlantic befor being hired on 
at Mar hall to teach writing courses 
such as English composition and 
creative writing. 
"I can't imagine being chained to a 
desk,' he said. "I think it's important 
for a teacher to do int resting things. 
I want to travel continue to work, 
keep exploring." 
After graduating from Web ter 
Univer ity in S . Loui with an English 
degree, Van Kirk joined the Navy for 
what he called a "chang of venue" and 
stayed ln the service for nine years as a 
helicopter pilot. 
Van Kirk also erved as an exchange 
officer to Venezuela for two years. To 
prepare him elf, he took intensive 
Spanish cour e a th D fen e 
Language In titut in Monterey, Ca. 
"It's good to learn a language. You 
learn grammar in a way you wouldn't 
otherwise. It also opens many 
possibilities for a wri er. You get 
access to the literature of another 
culture. for example." 
phDl.o b!J TaJcaaJcl l lDClbu 
Pathfinder ... MakJng hJs way from 
Harrts Hall after class. History profes or 
Robert Sawrey heads back to his offl e In 
Smith Hall. 
photo by Sarah Farrell 
Old Brick Road ... On a light fall day 
tudent eased thei r way to class. 
photo by Sarah Farrell 
Liberal Arts 111 
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Broad Horizons 
Dialing Home ... Before 
taking off for a break from 
Photography class. Rebecca 
Johnson makes a quick 
phone call. 
Greek Chorus ... DI 
part. of En It h . Sp 
other I 
Fountain of Knowledge ... Taking 
advanta of a unny day. Brad 
McElhJnny ll b Memorial Fountain to 
ompl te a readJn a tgnment. 
photo by Terri Bor<kn 
Liberal Arts 113 
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Findin8 Frontiers 
Science education wa one of 
Marshall's future frontier . 
The College of lenc expanded its 
curriculum to in lude new environmen-
tal, geotechrucal, biom dical, computer 
software, manufacturin and materials 
program . 
President J. Wade Gilley aid the 
change wa du to a 20 to 30 percent 
enrollment in r a in the College of 
Scien e and a strong lndi ation of 
student intere t in those fields. 
"The intere t of stud nts ts shifting to 
areas like environmental. geotechrucal, 
computer and material tud1e ,"Gilley 
said. "Tho e are the area tha seem to 
have the greate t po ential for future 
employment." 
Increa in in ere in technical and 
applied cienc wa bulldln nationwide 
said Dr. Alan B. Gould, vice-president 
for Academi Affair . 
"We have to attune to the growth of 
high-tech indu tri to move into the 
21st C ntury," Gould aid. "The 
geotechnical and appli d sci nces 
program would erve a a bridge 
between the univer tty and the applied 
science needs of the community." 
Gilley said he thought all the programs 
would provide opportunitie for 
students. 
"All the e field ar de tined to grow. 
and that' where the opportunities 
will be. That' wh r the uruversity 
should go - where you find opportuni-
ties for tudent . " 
Preparation ... Student warm up for a 
biology lab by looking over their I bora-
tory manuals. 
la , Ronlka 
Science 115 
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Burnin3 Bunsens 
Mmmm, .. Checking his 
files. science professor 
makes sure hls data Is 
accurate. 
Ju.st Passhng By ... This 
student ls walking by the 
chemistry lab where many 
experiment~; are conducted 
by fellow cla ssmates. 
Happy Trails ... Aft. r a hard da al 
clas , t.hl tudent l ea er to gel hom 
and relax. 
10CJCH 
COlll't/IH 
Science 117 
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-Mirroring Reality ... Doctoring up a 
photo. lab assistant TakaakJ lwabu ha 
little time to reflect. 
Earnin8 to Learn 
Graduat tudents often had to work 
o learn - literally. 
For Myra Blankenship, for example, a 
raduat a sistantship in physic and 
physical ciences was more informative 
than lucrative. 
"It helps you concentrate more on your 
studie . "Blankenship said, "becau 
you're grading papers, and I even taught 
a lab for a year which really puts the 
pres ure on you to know your stuff.'' 
"The money was not very good," aid 
Blankenship, who also took a full load of 
cla e and worked at Inco Alloys 40 
hours a week. "It didn't pay the rent. 
Greg Larsen. who lectured in th 
medical chool, said teaching clas e 
al o helped his education. 
"Not only do you have to be familiar 
with (the material) internally, but when 
you teach it, you learn the material in 
much greater depth," he said. 
Being questioned by students helped 
drill photography techniques into the 
head of Takaaki Iwabu, who worked in 
the journalism school photography lab. 
"Sometime students ask me, but I 
can't explain," he said. "So I a k the 
profes or. It puts me in a position be-
tween tu dent and professor." 
Her job conducting research for the 
Re earch and Economic Development 
Center had little to do with her major in 
publi relations, but Lee Ann Ferry aid 
he benefitted anyway. 
"It' good experience and good con-
tacts," he aid. "It's not necessarily my 
fi Id of tudy, but i 's making me a more 
well-rounded person." 
Nail-biter ... Working on a last minute 
project. graduate asst tant Lisa Berger 
take a break. 
pnmo by Clndy Hayden 
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Extra Miles 
From His Body Shop .. . Participating In 
a student government debate, Michael 
Tamblyn addresses graduate student 
concerns. 
photo by Biiiy Carrol 
Buffalo Pals ... Enjoying some down Ume, 
Graduat tudents herded to elh r al a 
local pub. 
Home Schooling ... Balancing family and 
hool was a dilemma for many graduat 
tu dents. 
plaolo by Takaaki IU>Gbu 
• 
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This Doesn't Look Good ... Th n edl 
can make an intimidating point. 
phD/O by Shannon Guthrie 
To Your Health 
Plan for Marshall's $27 million dollar 
medical facility might have needed ome 
preventative care. 
A sta e regulatory agency rejected 
a propo al to build an ambulatory care 
complex next to Cabell-Huntington 
Ho pitaJ becau e the original Jetter 
of intent said the project would co t 
$12 million. 
Cabell-Huntington and Marshall, 
co-sponsors of the plan, had to 
re ubmit the proposal to reflect 
increa d cost and the expanded proje t 
plan , the We t Virginia Health Care 
Cost Review Authority ordered. 
!his is a fairly minor set-back," aid 
Jim Schneider, associate dean of 
finance and administration at the 
School of Medicine. 
"Thi will be a tremendous project 
once it gets underway. We're very 
exci ed to get on with it." 
The complex was important to the 
future of the Medical School becau e 
it would consolidate the university' 
medi al facility, upgrade the Health 
Sciences Library, improve patient 
and primary care and help area 
economic development, President J. 
Wade Gilley said. 
-
Medicine 123 
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I Believe ... Carefully measurtng the 
correct dosage of chemicals. this med 
tudent remains cautious. 
That Makes Sense ... Studying Ln 
the libraries dally helps to keep the 
oncentration levels high amon 
med tudents. 
Doctor's Orders 
.. 
Stuck in The Stacks ... R earchlng 
continually medical perlod1caJ . med 
studen rack up many hours. 
Medicine 125 
Cuttlug Up ... In 
graphic de tgn cla s. Vlr lnla 
Ka.J er II e 
on a mechanical. 
126 Academics 
The 8how ... 
Tearing down wall was the only way 
for the Birke Art Gallery to deal with its 
own lack of barrier . 
The gallery, which had to move to a 
lower level of Smith Hall because of 
construction adopted a program em-
pha izing on cinemati art. 
With no wall to focu on vi ual arts 
and aesthetic , th fo u was on film 
media. said Dr. Marilyn Laufer. 
co-director of the a r t gallery. 
Exhibitions included the animation 
techniques of 1930s animators Dave 
and Max Fleischer. award-winning 
films directed by tudent and films by 
Lois Anne Polan, a filmmaker who 
worked with Martin Scorsese. 
Renovation al o ent art majors 
packing. 
Exhibit required for ix graphic 
design major to graduate in the fall 
had to be hown a the Re earch and 
Economic Development Cen er. 
... Goes On 
Get Keyed Up... Mu le student blow 
their horn bou l clas 
photo by Tal<Cl4kl lwabu 
On Thelr Fingertips ... Rating points 
went up In ·I 40' RaclJo Hour.· 
photo by Sarah 'an-ell 
Framed... In the newly-renovated Blrke 
Art Gallery, art ludent Janette Reed 
checks out n exhibition. 
plwro by Tal<aal< l lwabu 
• 
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Artistic Notions 
Bangin' ... Band practice beat many of 
the other tasks music major could h ve 
been perfonnlng. 
One More Time.. . One la t practice 
before dress rehersal and then the 
opening night. actors ln "1940' Radio 
Hour" run through their line . 
ph«o by Sarah Farrell 
First Screening ... ln a graphics class. Don P ndJeton 
pucs the final touche on a project. 
pha«> by llannon Oulllrte 
Making Radio Waves ... In "1940' Radio Hour." ca 
member dre cd for success. 
phol.o by Sara.II Farnill 
Fine Arts 129 
... 
II I' 
Making a World of Difference. .. The 
Colleg of Bu lness prides Itself on 
preparing graduates to have an 
Jmpa t on the future . 
130 Academics 
A New Position ... First-year 
oorclinator of African American 
Students program, Larry Jarrett al o 
Is an Instructor of Geography. 
photo by Sh=non Guthrie 
Now this is Acting ... P rformlng 
various play on tag Is one of the 
exciting aspect of the Colleg of 
Fine Arts. 
photo by Shannon Gurhne 
Creative Innovator ... VI ltJng art! t. 
Allen Moore l hard at work creaung 
a labor of love. 
photo by Shannon G1t11lrie 
Blow Daddy Blow ... Mu le I a 
form of artistic expression as well 
a means of stress release for the e 
Music majors 
photo by Shannon Guthrie 
Academics 131 
p 0 ll 
UP? 
Expectations for the year were hi8h to 
say the least. The football team made it 
to the championship 8ame for the third 
con&XuLive year and there was aroftball 
team for the first time in over a decade. 
The problems that surrounded the res 
of campus also hit the benches. Two 
coaches resi8ned at the completion of 
their respective seasons and victories 
were few for many of the teams. With 
fan support, and players providiJ18 
morale for each other it was easier to 
look optimistically ahead. Afler all, who 
knew what mi8ht be NEXT UP? 
132 Sports Divider 
Alley Oomph ... Attempting a lay-
up, Malik Hightower helps to get the 
econd half ofT to a good tart and an 
eventual w1n over Pltt-Jonstown, 96-
87. 
photo by BlllJI carrou 
Round About . .. Driving around the 
opponent. polnt guard. Mellssa 
lmm dribble ln for a layup. 
pho(o by Brett Ball 
Slz Pack •. • At the Glenbrier YMCA. 
Joe Gib on. Scott Liebman, Brian 
Delcotto. Mlke Murphy, Jason Henley 
and Ben Redman pack together for 
th !rat ht tretch. 
phc(o b11 S /uinon UJGlln 
Close Call ... Durtng the Western Carolina game. the last 
In the regular ea on. Will Brown nags a pass just yard 
from the goal Une. 
photo by Brwir Hall 
Parallel Plays . .. Making a ucce fuJ attack agatn t. 
Youngstown Stat . out Ide hitter. Bridget Repsher and 
middle blocker. Karen Mloduszew ld help to wtn their 
match at the MU las le . 
pholo by ll<lru\On Outltri• 
Sports Divider 133 

• B S GU Triangular 
(MU.Bowling Green, Ohio) 
Sept. 10 
Women's 5,000m: 3rd 
High place: Sarah 
Crandall ( 12) 20:07 
Men's 10,000m: 3rd 
High place: Brian DeRoss 
(16) 27:40 
•Dual Meet (MU vs. UK) 
Sept. l S Mens SK: 2nd 
DeRoss (4) 27:03. 
Women's 5K: 2nd 
Crandall (5) 20:44 
• McDonald's Classic 
Oct.2 
Women's 5K: 11th 
Michelle Strager (49) 
20:03.90. 
•Eagle Invitational Oct. 9 
Women's 5K: 1st 
Strager (1) 1S:54 
Men's SK: 1st 
Scott Liebmey (3) 25:59. 
•Southern Conference 
Championships: Oct 30 
Women's 5K: 7th 
Strager (9) 19: 15.10 
Men's BK: 7th 
DeRoss (12) 26:57 
Cross 
&oreboard 
1-3 Robert Morris 
2-1 West Virginia 
1-3 East Carolina 
1-2 UNC- Wilmington 
1-2 Kentucky 
3-5 Furman (OT) 
3-2 UNC- Asheville 
2-4 Charleston (OT) 
1-2 G. Washington 
1-4 G orgia Southern 
0-3 Pittsburgh 
6-0 V.M.I. 
2-4 AppyState 
2-3 Richmond (OT) 
0-3 Virginia Tech. 
1-4 Xavier 
3-1 Citadel 
1-2 v.c.u. 
1-1 David on 
Southern Conference 
Tourney 
3-2 Davidson 
0-4 Furman 

Homeward 
Bound ... An 
exchange 
student 
from Brazil, 
Jessica 
Braga trl s 
to spike It 
all the way 
home. 
Pop Shot ... 
Over two 
defenders. 
Bridget 
Repsher 
drive the 
ball. 
&oreboard 
L- Morehead State 
w- Campbell 
w- North Carolina A&T 
w- v.c.u. 
W- Winthrop 
w- Robert Morris 
w- Youngstown State 
w-Yale 
W- Liberty 
L- Rutgers 
w- North Carolina A&T 
L- Xavier 
w- Robert Morris 
L- West Virginia 
w- East Tennessee St 
L- Virginia Tech 
w- Evansville 
w- James Madison 
L- Eastern Kentucky 
w- UT- Chattanooga 
L- Davidson 
W- Appy State 
w- Georgia Southern 
L- Morehead State 
w- Western Carolina 
L- Furman 
L- East Tennessee St. 
w- Davidson 
L- Appy State 
Southern 
Conference 
Tourney 
L- Georgia Southern 
&ore board 
56-0 Morehead State 
29-3 Murray State 
13-3 Georgia Southern 
31-33 UT-Chattanooga 
51-0 Virgirlia Military 
17-24 NC State 
35-3 Appalacian State 
35-15 Citadel 
33-9 East Tenn. State 
3 -17 Furman 
20-16 Western Carolina 
NCAA DIV. I-AA 
Playoffs 
28-14 Howard 
34-31 Delaware 
24-21 Troy State 
Championship 
17-5 Youngstown 
Huddllni Herd . .. Preparing lo top 
the Georgia Southern olTcn . the 
defense gather to dJ cu s trategy 
for the next play. 
pholo by lrarllj/n TUU:nnClll-BGve 


Def en ive back Tuan 
Reynold uff ered a spinal 
cord injury in a game of 
pick-up football on 
campu , January 1 7. 
The following week, Dr. 
Pano Ignatiadis 
performed a five and one-
half hour surgery on 
Reynolds in which he 
fu ed the fifth and sixth 
vertebrae in Reynolds' 
neck. 
The Roanoke, Va., 
freshman recorded 62 solo 
tackles, 91 total and 
intercepted two passes. 
A aving account was 
e tablished by local media, 
WOWK-TV and The 
Herald-Di patch, in 
addition to funds started 
in hi home town, to help 
pay for his medical bills. 
by Duane Rankin 
Excessive drinking, foul 
language and rowdiness at 
a football game drove 
Tammy Frazie from her 
seat. 
So Frazie drove the 
unlver ity to create a new 
tudent/ family section for 
people like her and her 
children. 
"I felt as though it would 
be nice to have a separate 
section for less rambunc-
tious tudents, Frazie said. 
Despite meeting initial 
reservations from 
university officials, Frazie 
wa allowed by President J. 
Wade Gilley to survey 
students. 
Her work helped lead to 
80 reserved seats for stu-
dents with children. 
Sitting Pretty .. . Upset by rowdy 
fan . tud nt and mother Tammy 
Frazle called for a family seating 
ectton and got It. 
plU>to b!J Bretl Hall 

Letting It Sink In ... Reallz1ng that 
the glory would not be theirs. 
offensive linemen Kevtn McCarty and 
Trevor Thomas dishearteningly 
awaJted the end of the fourth 
The Wal ting Game . .. A.mustng 
them elve with a Genesis Game 
Gear, Tony Vincent and Courtney Sisk 
were among the first or the Herd rans 
who braved the cold December 
temperatures to buy standing room 
only tickets . They arrived outside the 
Henderson Center at 7 p.m. the night 
before tickets went on sale. 
t 
• 
Marshall players had 
hoped for a deciding 
victory in their third in a 
string of championship 
games against 
Youngstown State. 
But the Penguins 
provided the knockout 
punch early with two 
touchdown runs in YSU's 
first two series of plays. 
Youngstown took a 17-0 
lead in the first quarter 
and held on 
to win 17-5. 
After the game, Herd 
fans set their sights on 
next eason, but many 
players said simply reach-
ing the championship 
game was an unexpected 
surprise tn a season of 
reloading. 
by Brad McElhinny 
Football 
Mells 
&ore board 
96-87 Pitt-Johnstown 
76-89 Montana State 
7 4-60 Longwood 
57-100 Kansas State 
69-85 Oral Roberts 
60-82 Wake Forest 
75-71 Davidson 
62-116 North Carolina 
95-86 Appalachian State 
81-92 ill-Chattanooga 
63-71 Western Carolina 
76-90 East Tenn. State 
71-7 4 G orgia Southern 
83-79 The Citadel 
67-79 West Virginia 
64-60 Furman 
78-82 Virginia Military 
85-103 East Tenn. State 
77-102 Appalachian State 
78-84 Virginia Military 
69-73 Western Carolina 
77-81 UT-Chattanooga 
The Citadel 
Georgia Southern 
Davidson 
Furman 
South em 
Conference 
Tourney 
:Vk11 s H;1skctl>all 149 
Hot Shot . .. Jn olld form. Malik Hlghtow r I l on Oy against 
Western Carolina. 
are we 
Leaving with Style ... Ba k tball 
Co ch Dw1 ht Freeman resigned 
in F'ebruary. 
phofo COWTesy qf poru Il\fomu1tlon 
Dwigh Fr man hoped 
to oach at Marshall until 
the day his son Darian 
could play for him. 
The day Fre man 
r si ned. grad -school-
a ed Darian wa at 
hi ide. 
Promoted from an 
a istant's po itlon a day 
after head coa h Dana 
Altman resi ned in 1990, 
Freeman 1 d lhe Herd to 
an ov rail 43-60 record in 
hi four year t rm. 
"I was a growth 
experien , a ood oppor-
tunity," Freeman said, 
" and I think and I hope in 
tim that I g t another 
opportunity." 
Men's Basketball 
Wh n Dwight Freeman 
announ d his resigna-
tion, Marshall players 
r alized they were losing 
mor than just a coach. 
"Coa h has been a 
fa th r to all of us ... said 
forward Malik Hightower. 
"He ha been there with 
u for our problems 
other than basketball. 
W a a team have had 
our time . We have grown 
a a family." 
H rd forward Shawn 
r ord over the past four 
years w ighed on more 
peopl than Freeman. 
"All th blame should 
no b on his shoulder," 
Moor said. 'A lot of 
thin have happened to 
lead to this. " 
Pr ident J. Wade 
Gill y aid the basketball 
program had not met 
exp tations but wished 
Fre man the best. 
"I am onfident .. Gilley 
aid. "tha he will be 
sue e ful in his future 
endeavor because of his 
I v I of motivation, his 
d mantling work ethic 
and his strong character." 

Floored ... 
Guarding a 
grounded 
opponent, 
Tamira HJggln 
and akla 
Walkln h ad 
for th hard-
wood. 
Side Shot . .. Falling idewa . Jodi 
Baker tries for a horizontal hoop. 
PhlXo by Brett Hall 
Side Shot ... Elbow to elbow a aln t 
her defender. Wlnetta Evan lrles LO 
make a pass. 
PhDID by B~tr Hall 
. 
-
~ 
wons 
&ore board 
75-52 Youngstown State 
73-105 Virginia 
62-78 Southern Illinois 
64-85 Eastern Kentucky 
65-85 Ohio 
80-93 
71-65 
95-78 
61-57 
76-75 
66-73 
60-67 
84-70 
71-89 
76-70 
76-92 
53-68 
75-62 
43-66 
Radford 
Robert Morris 
St. Francis 
Duquesne 
St. Peters 
East Tenn. State 
Georgia Southern 
UT-Chattanooga 
West Virginia 
Appalachian State 
Western Carolina 
Furman 
Morehead State 
East Tenn. State 
Georgia Southern 
UT-Chattanooga 
K ntucky 
AppyState 
Western Carolina 
Furman 
Davidson 
South em 
Conference 
Tourney 
Women's Basketball 
Womls 
High spirits were the 
best medicine when the 
injury bug hit the Lady 
Herd early in the season. 
At one practice only 
seven players were able 
to participate because of 
injurte . 
"We've learned to deal 
with adver ity," forward 
Tamira Higgins said. 
There was the game 
against Western Carolina 
when Higgins, the team's 
leading scorer, sat out 
with an ankle injury. 
Jodi Baker, who aver-
aged eleven points a 
game, came forward to 
score 23 points as th e 
Lady Herd broke a four-
game losing streak. 
Positive thinking was a 
key to keeping wind in 
the Herd's sails, Lady 
Herd coach Sarah Evans-
Moore said . 
.. My coaching style is 
po itlve; I look for good 
thing . " she said. 
"I think that most 
people respond better to 
positive constructive 
criticism as opposed to 
negative." 
Higgins agreed: "On the 
court she pushes until 
you can't go any more. " 

Walking 
Wounded ... 
Stepping 
t nd rly. 
Tamira 
Higgin Is 
helped ofT th 
court after 
suffertng an 
ankl lnjury. 
Photo by er.ti Hau 
WOIDls 
football 
Steve Corden 
Jim Goodnite 
Rob Halley 
Randy Hunt 
Dwight McCormick 
David Bruce 
Ray Ruley 
Todd McMillion 
John Burnette 
Marl Black 
Leslie Denney 
Kathy Goon 
Jenny Hammontree 
Kristi Kelly 
Valerie Moore 
Tia Thompson 
Angela Zimmerman 
Kenyatta Coleman 
Donna Dunn (coach) 
Junior Varsity: 
Shelley Bias 
Tara Dunn 
Tamera Simpson 
Angela Worden 
Julie Start 
Shelly Gliek 
Ashley Elam 
Jennifer Howard 
Steve Kendricks 
Gary Harrison 
B.I. Bieberig 
Ann Marie McVey (coach) 
Deflnlte Dedication ... Provtng her staying ability. junior 
varsity cheerleader Shelly Blas tolerated the rain through 
the VMI game. 
Making His M.arc .. . Being his usual witty self. Marco doe 
his part in etttng the fans hyped up during the Citadel 
hutoul. phcW by Breu Ha.II 
Football Cheerleaders: (sitting! Kathy Goon, Jenny 
Hammontree. (2nd row) Randy Hunt, Tia Thompson, Ray 
Ruley, DW1ght Mc ormlck. Mari Black, Ken Coleman, 
Krtstl Kell y. Todd McMUlion. (back row) Leslie Denney, 
Jim Goodnlle. Angela Zimmerman. Steve Corden, Andre' 
Ghol on (Marco). Valerie Moore and John Burnette. 
Speak Up ... 
Cheering on the Herd 
In the National 
Championship game, 
Kristi Kelly rallies the 
crowd while Tia 
Thompson and Ray 
Ruley back her up. 

Basketball 
Steve Carder 
Jim Goodnite 
Rob Halley (cap t.) 
Mari Black 
Leslie Denney 
Kathy Goon (capt.) 
Jenny Hammontree 
Valerie Moore 
Angela Zimmerman 
Kenyatta Coleman 
Robert Henderson 
Steve Kendricks 
Kevin Peters 
Jeff Goins 
At Ease... Standing lo formation, 
ROTC m mbe awall in truction from 
th platoon I der before starting 
momtn PT. photo by Allyson Goddard 
Check It Out ... As tudenl security. 
Jaym oland return a dorm loan key 
to It" proper pl . Watching the front 
d k I on of the dutle of these 
lud nl guard . pholo by ALiyson Goddard 
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Bola... Hanging the Spanish flag in 
her apartm t. Lala Balcbich and 
fr! nd Alvaro Jadraqu how pride and 
loyalty to their home land. 
photo by Van.esa G(lon 
164 Clubs & Orgaruzations Divider 
Helping Band... On of v ral 
urc of lnformaUon on campu 
Th Parthenon lncorporal both 
and non- la m mbe . Dr. Tum r. 
the 302 pro~ r give dvt to 
tudents. pholo by All11son Ooddal"cl 
Catch .. - Partlclpatlng Jn th 
Homecoming parad . Alpha 
Kappa Psi (famou for their 
l - hirt sales) was on of veral 
academic fratemltle to how 
their spirit. pholo by Brett HalU 
CI l & e u 
CWhatIT'8 ALL ABOUT? 
early everyday ome club or 
organiazlion could be f oillld l up in 
the Memorial C>ludent Cenler. Whether 
selling ilem a a fund rai r or 8iving 
away information about lhemselve&, 
visabilily nd vocalily were the main 
objecliv of mOBl campu groups. ew 
clubs were formed and ludents 
organized for variou cause and 
inleres . Helping the community in 
different w y was oflen lhe fin l priority. 
6tud n realized that gelling involved 
helped lhem when lhey were left 
won erin3 WHAT IT'6 ALL ABOUT? 
Common Bonds 
8tudents band together in organizations 
Flower Power ... At sorority "Bid 
Day." everything comes up roses 
for Juliet Matthews and Amy 
McHenry. photo by Sarah Farrell 
166 Clubs & Organizations 
Truck.in'. .. Durtng Homecom-
ing. fraternities and sororities 
jolned together In champion-
hip fa hton. 
Giving Themselves a Hand .. . Enjoying a 
bondtng moment, Joey Davi and Victor 
Perry, memb rs of Alpha Phi Alpha. I non. 
Right to Choose ... At a pro-choice rally. 
Karen R m ey catche up on the latest 
Information. photo by Brett Hall 
Clubs & Organizations 16 7 
168 Club & Or anizations 
Meeting Place ... Thlnk1ng of potential proj l . 
Campu Ent rtalnment Unlimited member di u 
po lblllll whll Stud nt ActiviUe m m r work 
their own job . 
fun 0tuff 
CEU shows off 
Dance Fever ... 
and bein 
students mUJ arou nd 
the CEU- pon or d 
Homecomln r dan . 
plwlo by Carol E. Malcolm 
entertainment wa 
available befor ev n 
In Marco· . Laura Clay 
upplled ud befor 
'Sleeple In S LU . ' 
phoio by Carol E. Malcolm 
CEU 169 
Bugle Boy ... Thunderln H rd band members stood 
to gain n w unJform at th nd of th year, thanks 
to a "on Um • appropr1atJon of $75.000 from the 
unJversl . photo by MarilJlft Testcrrnan-H"!I" 
Taking Cover ... Ourln th Delaware football 
gam , Cry taJ Mounts and Barbara Scott 'pick-a-
low' pot und their blank t to k p warm and 
conUnu playin . photo by Brett Ball 
1 70 Club & Organizations 
Golden OldJea .. . 
Playing oldie bul 
oodles. band 
alumni bring b k 
m mories ala 
football am . 
Pholo by Brett Hall 
8oundin8 Off 
'Thunder' marches lo new lune 
Llneu Arrangement ... TakJn on new fom1aUon . U1e 
band chang d under a n w dir ctor and a n w nam 
"Marching Thunder.· 
Phofo by Breu ffaU. 
oot their own horns 
Band 171 
1 72 Clubs & Organization 
Greek Affairs 
frats and sororities mingle 
United ... The Union 
was a popuJar oc1al 
spot for Greek . 
photo by Shannon Guthrie 
Highest Bidder ... 
Welcomlng Jennifer 
Coleman are Jullec 
Matthew and Amy 
McHenry. 
T.G.I.F . ... Partying lalo the morning requlred good 
frl nd and fortitude. photo by Sharuwn Guthrie 
Singalc;1ng ... Working through the words, fraternity 
and ororlty memb r participate In karaoke al the 
Union. photo by Shannan Guthrie 
174 Club & Organizations 
Group Shots 1 75 
176 Clubs & Organizations 
Built for Two ... Patroll1n ampu on bicycles helped 
gtve Marshall police added pre en lo campus. 
Top Cops 
0tudents aS£>ist MUDD 
Reporting for Duty ... 
Fl1ltng out forms and 
taking phone call took 
up time for campus 
pollce. 
Changing of tbe Guard .. . 
SwttchJng shifts. student 
secunty guard Brian 
McClure takes the desk 
keys from Jamey oland. 
Campus Security 1 77 
Ta.king Cover ... Dir ling 
feJlow cad . John Wal h 
lead the wa lo the 
de unauon polnl. 
phora by Allyson Gcddard 
Fitness Training.. . Physical fitness Is e ntlal lo 
ROTC m mbers. Working out during momin PT. 
Scoll C-0ast and Kend all Messer tak tum doln sit-
u p . phew by Allyson Goddard 
Playing 'Posum... Making sur that John F'arm 
"dead" and not a threat Chris Colvita throw hi 
weapon to th id during an Anny ROTC FTX. 
plwro by Allyson Goddard 
178 Clubs & Organizations 
Playin8 the field 
Leadership, QOTC c?:>tyle 
You Are Here... Plotting the strategy for hJ group. 
platoon lead r Chris ewman draws a map In lhe dirt. 
pholD by Allpon Goddard 
Leadership Excellence... Explaining the detail of the 
"R con. Mi Ion" lo Chr1 ewman. Jack Morgan poin 
out the ml Ion obj tlve and where the resl of th 
uad wlLI . Th cade have to complete the mf Ion 
mount of time and under certain 
phDCo by Allyson Goddard 
ROTC 179 
Same Style ... From 
Madrid. Spain. Pedro 
Jiminez h found h 
h •t had to lo et hi 
ulture. 
plvJlo by Van O(Jon 
phow by Carol I!!. 11lcolm 
180 Club 
Worlds To8ether 
Culture sets exchange students apart 
Home Cooking ... Pr paring a tradiUonaJ panlsh 
meal. an Gljon captures the flavor of horn . 
Linked Together... During their stay at Mar hall . 
P dro Jiminez and Lala BaJdrtchhaven 't let ulturaJ 
dlfli r n fi n them In. 
Studying Abroad ... TakJng a little break from work , 
Sara Urmlon and Ann Mari Simpson, both from 
England njoy light moment 
plllXO by Van a OUon 
International Students 181 
Sentimental Symbol . .• Placing the traditional wreath 
ln front of Memorial Fountain. Student Body President 
Michael Miller helps memorialize the 1970s crash that 
killed mo l of the football team. pht>lo by Blll11 Caroll 
EHentl&l.ly UnchallenlJed .. . With only write-In 
candidate running against them. Krl.sten Butcher and 
Gregory K. FerrelJ tllJ had to campaign for SGA 
pre !dent and vtce-presldent. 
182 Clubs & Organizations 
No Simple Choice ... 
Voting In SGA lectlon . 
Roger Mich el on take a 
stand. Manning the table 
are Vinnie Zummo and 
Chad Lanca ter. 
Leaders take on new challen8es 
Political Activism ... At a debate for Student Senate 
candidate . SGA publlc relations repre enatatlve o I 
Cla leads a fight at whJch mo t candidates didn't 
how. 
SGA 183 
184 Club & Or anizations 
Group Shots 185 
On the Air ... In the WMUL studJo. Allison 
Leigh ty gets ready to man the mike. 
Editorial Declaion ... At a Parlhenon 
editorial board meeting. Jennifer McVey 
and Patricia Taylor Jud e lhe day's news. 
photo by o...u.. Rankin 
186 Clubs & Organizations 
Media Circus 
Print 0 Broadcasting provides campus news 
Campus Voice ... S em1ng1y 
everywhere. Michael Tomblyn wrote 
for The Parthenon and Free Forum, 
and spoke out In Student Senate. 
pho<o by Billy Carroll 
Making Air Waves ... With choices 
for nearly every student. WMUL won 
national awards among college 
radio stations. 
Food for Thought ... From the head of 
the table. Parthenon Editor Maureen 
Johnson sets policy and her plate. 
photo by DuCll\e RCll\ldn 
Student Media 18 7 
188 Clubs & Organizations 
r 
Meetin8 OC~ectives 
0ociety of Professional Journalists take note 
I 
' 
/ 
/ 
Needs it Like a Hole in the Head ... 
Showing his sweet side. Brad McE!hinny sells 
doughnuts to raise money. phoro by Todd Lo11tns 
Music to Her Ears ... 
Accuracy ... 
Checking for 
errors, Dr. Ralph 
Turner, Maureen 
Johnson and 
Patricia Taylor 
edit a 
Parthenon story. 
photo by Heidi Jl'llnn 
With Inspirational sound. Colleen O'Neal completes 
a graphics project. photo by Cindy Hayden 
SPJ 189 
190 Club & Or anizations 
Group Shots 191 
192 Clubs & Organizations 
8.0.L\.Q. 
0tudent Organizations for Alumni Qelations fly 
Displaying the Alumni Directory .. . 
Coordinator Lind Holms helps S.0.AR. with 
Alumni en ra m nt nd directs many actlv1t1 s It 
carries oul. photo by Shannon Gulhrfe 
Not on the Agenda... .0 .A.R. members 
take a break from a meeting In the Erickson 
Alumni Center. 
Having Fun ... Checking out each other's notebooks. 
S .0 .AR. members. Lyn tte Ayers and Tracy Crum 
enjoy a laugh together. 
SOAR 193 
Top Banana ... A hiqulta the Banana, John Casey 
dance In pp allng fashion . 
photo b!J Sarah Fa1TI11l 
Step by Step ... In • ol Off." Arny Carrico. Randy 
Hick and Shannon Brown wind up In a stair down. 
photo by Brett Ball 
Down the Line.. . urln pra U for " 1940 Radlo 
Hour." ca t m m r In It tratght throu h . 
(>holO btJ rail Farrell 
194 Club & Or aruzations 
Playin8 Around 
6tudents act up on stage 
Center of Attention .. . In a dress rehearsal for 
• 1940s Radio Hour.· Amy Carrico finds herself in 
the middleof things . 
photo by Sarah Fa rrell 
On the Spot ... In heated conversation, Summer 
Simpson and Trevor Long attract an audience. 
photo by Brett Hall 
Theatre 195 
196 Club & Organizations 
Campai8n Trail 
And the winner is ... 
Last-minute Challengers ... With better late than 
never as a potential motto. Matthew Bromund and 
Ken Saunders campaigned for presiden t and vice-
president as write-In candidates. 
photo by Shannon Guthrie 
On the Ballot ... At first. Gregory Ferrell and Krlsten 
Butcher were the only declared candidates for student 
body president and Vice-president. Other candidates 
were soon to come. photo by Shannon Guthrie 
SGA 197 
Ing debate Is An upcom t bled Motion... at a Stu den Ta s lon 
the topic of dlscu ctat1on meeting. 
ment Asso 
Govern Id of photo-
With the a t Fade Away... 1 tudents keep 
No lntematlona bg Van a Gl)on graphs. r home alive. pholo memorle o 
anJzations 198 Clubs & Org 
Group think 
Answers come in plural 
Th ree Candles ... At an Open Forum. Joey 
Davis presents his vision for the university. 
phoco by Carol E. Malcolm 
Sex and Splits .. . With a banana and a 
condom. residence hall students learn about 
safe sex. 
Clubs & OrganiZations 199 
~ ~ \ I I \ 
8TOP? 
rog was fickle. 6pectaloG and 
potential ollar flowed inlo lown the 
weeken of l-M football' nalionaJ 
cham i n hip game at Mar. hall 6ladium, 
but Hunlingt n' indu try conlinued Lo 
trickle out a plants like Owen-Brockway 
nnounced more and more layoffi . While 
a new hockey learn - the Blizzard -
t k the Lown y lorm, an area in litu ·on 
- Wi83in restaurant - wa Id an 
8iven e. new name. By lhe end of it all 
everyone w farced to wonder: Whal 
would be Lhe EXT 6TOP? 
200 Communi Divid r 
Future Search ... Job fairs provided Mar hall 
lud nt opportunities for job interview and 
pl m t In the ommunity. 
A Friendly Reminder. .. Suds wer ofl n a 
pr - r qui ll for ociaJ activity out on th 
town. 
photD by Carol E. Malcolm 
Bua S top, Wet Day ... Downtown provid d 
th hub for ar a a tlvitles. 
p/10(0 by Takaakl l wabu 
·-
Howling Mad ... Rocking the city during the 
week of the I-AA football national 
championship was Wolfman Jack. who 
performed at the Civic Center. 
phnln by Takaakl Iwabu 
Community Divider 201 
202 Community 
Community 203 
204 Community 
Out of Hand ... . Following l 992's I-AA 
football national championship, 
Huntington re !dents wanted another. 
Instead. Youngstown took the Victory 
horn . photo by Breu Hull 
Community 205 
206 Community 
Community 207 
B inning ln the fall with the abnormal numb r of admtnl trative turnovers, 
to the spring with the debate over wheth r thi would b the last Chief Justice, 
th ntlr campus (especially the yearbook s tafO was constantly wondering 
WHAT NEXT? lncreased personnel change in every department and the 
reapproprtatlon of student fees made obvious the different direction the 
univ rsity was being set to take. 
Chl f Justice, volume 55 and the suppl ment wa printed by Herff Jones 
Yearbooks of Gettysburg. PA. 1 7325 at total cost of $34,433.00 for 3 ,200 copies. 
The 224 pages of "What Next" were printed on 100 lb . Enam l, as were the 24 
pages of the supplement. The theme logo wa design d by EdJtor Carol E. 
Malcolm, Assistant Editor Heidi-Leigh Flinn and a contractor from Quick Draw 
Studios in University Roman and FC-Vivaldi-S ript. 
Using Herff Jones' "Pagemaster" template for Pagemaker software. the entire 
yearbook was prepared via disk submission. Layout were designed on two 
Macintosh Hsi computers with mo t of th graphic d sign being computer 
gen rated and then run at the Gettysburg plant. 
Hand tooled grain was applied to the Smoky Blue leathertex cover with black 
ink and ilver foil . Gray endsheets were u ed with l 00% black ink. Copy was set 
in a variety of type sizes of the three chosen fonts . 
Captions and body copy throughout the book were et in 8 and 11 pt. 
Bookman and headlines were 56 pt. and ubheads 32 pt. University Roman. 
Copy on divider pages was set in 18 pt. and h adlines were 58 pt. University 
Roman. Herff Jones spot colors 286, 348 and 253 wer alternated through the 
first 48 pages of the book. 
Y arbook Associates took all portrait printed in th "Mug Shot" section. 
Various other student photographers were re ponsible for the majority of the 
candid photo . many being in Professor Johnson's cla se and offered extra 
credit. To all the photo editors who came and went. thanks for all you did. 
University photographer Rick Haye, Sports Information and the Herald-Dispatch 
al o contributed. 
Copy was written by students. most of whom were soli ited from journalism 
classes. "Thanks" to the JMC professors for willingly offering extra credit for 
those who wrote, especially Professor Jensen and Dr. Arnold . Our Herff Jones 
repre entattve was Annette Rollyson and we would Uk to let her know we 
appre lat d her help and advice. and th sub . 
In regards to our tremendous turnover rate in both voluntary and paid staff, 
we hope it wasn't personal. 
Daylight Come and 
They Want to Go 
Home ... To finish the 
final deadUne. yearbook 
ta1Ter Carol Malcolm, 
HeldJ FUnn. Brad 
McElhinny and Duane 
Rankin worked day and 
night. At least the 
unlversJty was thtnlctng 
abou t gtvtng the Chief 
J u ttce the next year ofJ-
and the next year, and 
the next year. and the 
next ... !Herb Parsons and 
Biil Flippen not pictured) 
Per onal recognition needs to be given to those peopl who upported us when it 
looked a though no one else did. I am of course indebted to the woman who got 
me in o thi po ition, as ditor, Rebecca "Bad Becky" Johnson. Heidi and I 
appr elated the reality checks as well as the pep talks. You can not know the 
impact you have made. 
Thanks also for the personal support and wise advice from Bob Sawr y. Bobby 
Smith and AOL It was nice to know we were not so crazy from tho ea lde from 
the J -School. 
For the Mold women" in the LRC, a solemn promise to Sharon Gates to never ask 
you to hange pay roll again and to Vic:kie Seguin thank for your sens of humor. 
You both wer there to support us and to show you cared. 
We next send out a "cheesy" thank y•ou to Brado McElhlnny, who wa the only 
one who called ov r the holidays to make sure we were still sane and became an 
insomnia just because. A smile to DULane Rankin the printing fool, and the only 
person we know who does not do DQ Blizzards. To both of you. w hav the utmost 
love. resp ct and appr elation because yours never faltered for us. Blue Chips, on 
us. And a M dal of Valor to Regina Claywell for sticking it out with us through the 
whole y ar. 
I thank my parents and family for reminding me that I was tron er than any 
situation that I encounter. Without Mom's weekly calls and Dad's boost 
Thank giving Day (over the phone), who knows what may hav happened. 
Heidi ends her love and thanks to her family as well, for und rstanding that she 
may not hav mad it to Germany over Christmas break. Th y understood the 
word upriortty." 
We also want to thank our friends in general for putting up with us throughout 
the e hecti months and major mood s.wings. 
To Herb, our "unskilled labor," who is not a Herd and is without a journalism 
background, but till did more than most. I will forever be grateful for all the 
weekend you pent in my office when you did not have to. and for making it much 
better than It actually was . Thank you also for not letting m give up, for believing 
in us and for all that cropping. You are: my Best Friend. TOMA. 
To Bill (Eddie), We know this "thanks" may not be thanks enough. but you must 
know how grateful we are. Heidi wants to add a special expression of gratitude for 
all of those grtm moments when you cheered her up, lent her a shoulder and 
help d her to believe. By the way, she's packing her bags. "You're the best." 
Finally, thanks to my Assistant Editor Heidi-Leigh Flinn. If only you were just 
that. Hyd, I know it has been said, but this book and my effort would have 
amounted to nothing without you. Tog1ether we have learned a le on that is 
valuable in itself. but olerable because you were there with me. Just how many 
laughs and tears, OQ Blizzards and Alrby's potatoes and French Vanilla coffee 
ther has be n. no one can know. I can not imagine what my life these past two 
years would hav be n like surv1Vi.ng Rebecca and yearbook without you. You can 
not know th impac you have had on my life either. We beat the odds, doing the 
impos Ible and now we leave our mark as possibly Mar hall' last staff. Who would 
ha e ue d? But. I am not sorry I drug you into this. We at least show d that art 
and journalism can work together quite well. You are the type of friend that r 
thought only existed in movies. 
Oh yeah, and thanks to our advisor. 
And by th way, no we're not. 
b 
Academics 100-131 
Acuff, Roy 52 
l}.dams, Dawn L. 61 
Adams, Luther M. 82 
Adkins, Angie 222 
Adkins, Jill 12 
Adkins, Seth N. 88 
Adult and Extended 
Education 18 
AIDS Awareness Week 221 
Alcalde, Mauro 180 
Aldridge, Tracy A. 60 
Allen, Claude H. 58 
Alpha Epsilon Rho 190 
Alpha Chi Omega 15 
Alpha Epsilon Delta 168 
Alpha Kappa Psi 164 
Alpha Phi Alpha 14, 167 
Alpha Sigma Phi 14 
Alpha Tau Omega 15 
Anello, Vinny 137 
Angston, David 39 
Ann, Leigh Selbe 14 
Apartment Life 13 
Ardabaugh, Frannie 10 
Armstrong, Candice A. 60 
Arnold, Gerald W ., II 60 
Arritt, Mona 33 
Art Department 23 
Ash, Dreama R. 60 
Ash, Lisa S. 60 
Ashcraft, Kevin B. 88 
Associated Press 
Broadcasters 188 
Atalski, Heather A. 94 
Athletic Trainer's 
Association 188 
Ayers, Lynette 193 
Badgett, Malinda 88 
Badgett, Melanie D. 58 
Badgett, Tina M. 88 
Bailes, Betty J. 88 
Bailey, Brtan R. 82 
Bailey, Joe S. 94 
Baisden, Jeremy S. 94 
Baisden, Libby J. 82 
Baker, Amy E. 88 
Baker, Lisa B. 60 
Baker, Paul R. 82, 180 
Baldrich, Evlalia S. 82, 
164, 180, 181 
Balog, Amy K. 88 
Balog, Leann 88 
Balser, Donna M. 88 
Baptist Student Union 168 
Bare, Misaabrana M. 60 
Barrier, Rami R. 94 
Basinger, Kim 52 
Bassham, Nana C. 60 
Beckett, Barry A. 16, 18 
Bell, Guy 136 
Bennett, Kami 88 
Bentley, Melissa F. 88 
Berger, Lisa 119 
Berry, Angelica I. 61 
Bettencourt, Ali 46 
Bias, Amy B. 61 
Bias, Shelley 160, 161 
Biebertg, B.I. 160 
Birch, Michelle A. 61 
Bird, Darren 15 
Bird, Tracy 50 
Birke Art Gallery 2, 16, 18, 
127 
Bisons, Lonnie A. 12 
Black Greek Council 17 
Black, Mart 
160, 161, 162, 163 
Black United Students 
8, 190 
Blankenship, Ertcka D. 88 
Blankenship, Myra 119 
Boerstler, Kelly 138 
Boggess, Lisa B. 82 
Boggs, Christopher D. 61 
Boggs, Crystal G. 94 
Boggs, Curtis L. 61 
Bohrer, Anthony I. 94 
Bolden, Donna M. 61 
Bompus, Ronika 115 
Bond, Andrea B. 61 
Bonnett, Daniel 62 
Bordner, Sean 88 
Bowe, Riddick 54 
Bowen,Sonita 62 
Bowie, Rita 11 
Bowles, Angelica S. 62 
Boyd, Deborah E. 88 
Boyd, R. Morton 88 
Bradshaw, Kim, 46 
Brady Bill 55 
Braga, Jessica 138, 139 
Branham, Jim P. 94 
Brennan, Shelly R. 94 
Breuss, Stephanie M. 82 
Bromund, Matthew 197 
Brown, Brian M. 62, 221 
Brown, Shannon 23, 194 
Brown, Will 133 
Browning, Rene D. 82 
Bruce, David 160 
Bruce, Heather A. 62 
Brumfield, Amy D. 82 
Bumgardner, Emily K. 62 
Burgess, Lesley L. 62 
Burgess, Patty 88 
Burnette, John 160, 161 
Burns, Carrie L. 62 
c 
Burns, Lori R. 63 
Bums, Thomas R. 63 
Burris, Michelle D. 89 
Business 103, 105 
Buskirk Hall 11 
Butcher, Kristin L. 82, 
182, 197 
Calamity Cafe 39 
Campus Changes 17, 19 
Campus Entertainment 
Unlimited 24 
Campus Light's 30 
Campus Security 177 
Canadian Exchange 
Program 192 
Cantley, Thomas 82 
Capparelli, Tara 82 
Carder, Steve 163 
Carlisle, Thomas P. 30 
Carnes, Ladonna G. 82 
Carpenter, Joseph R. 82 
Carrico, Amy 194, 195 
Carrico, Lisa J. 63 
Carter, Michael A., Jr. 63 
Carter, Ricky 141, 145 
Carter, Sonya 13 
Casey, John 194 
CEU 24, 169 
Chapman, Rhonda K. 82 
Cheerleadtng 160-163 
Chianesi, Brenda K. 63 
Chief Justice 
208, 222, 224 
Cho, Margaret, 37 
Christopher, Marc C. 63 
Clark, Angela D. 82 
Clark, D. Scott 63 
Classical Society 184 
Clay. Christopher L. 89 
Clay, Laura 169 
Clay, Noel Christian 58, 
183 
Claywell, Chuck 13 
Claywell, Regina D. 13, 63, 
105 
Clements, Amy E. 94 
Clements, Lesley R. 83 
Closing 218-224 
Clubs &: Organizations 
164-199 
Coast, Scott 178 
Coffman, Kimberly A. 83 
Coleman, Georgia A. 83 
Coleman, Jennifer 173 
Coleman, Kenyatta 160-
161, 163 
Colette Marquis 28 
College of Business 102-
104, 130 
College of Business Alumni 
Association 26 
d 
College of Education 
106-109 
College of Fine Arts 21, 
23, 126-129 
College of Liberal Arts 
110-113 
College of Science 114-
117 
College Republicans 
6, 47 
Collings, Scott 28 
Collins, Nikki D. 64 
Colophon 208-209 
Colvita, Chris 178 
Community 200-207 
Community College 100 
Concept 2000 36 
Confederate Railroad 50 
Connell, Christine M. 64 
Conner, Debra L. 64 
Connery, Don 20 
Cook, Lori 89 
Cook, Russell A., Jr. 89 
Copley, Christy 64 
Corden, Steve 160, 161 
Cotton, Cheryl L. 89 
Craig, Cathy L. 64 
Crandall, Sarah 
28, 134, 135 
Criddle, Elizabeth R. 94 
Crockett, Raymond 23 
Cross Country 135 
Cross, Richard A. 94 
Crum, Tracy 193 
Daddy's Money 36, 3 7 
Dallas Cowboys 40 
Dalton, Katherine M. 21 , 
64 
Daniel, Kelly R. 64 
Dansen, Ted 40 
Davis, Brian 202 
Davis, Heather 89 
Davis, Joseph L., Jr. 17, 
64, 167, 199 
Davis, Kimberly 83 
Day, Daniel Lewis 53 
Decanio, Heidy Maria 89 
Dehaven, Noel P. 89 
Delapa, Joseph M. 83 
Delcotto, Brian 132 
Delrose, Brian, 29 
Delta Zeta 15 
Denney, Leslie 
160, 161, 162, 163 
Dennison, Amber D . 65 
DeRoss, Brian 135 
Derused, Brian 28 
Dickerson, Amanda J . 
58 
Dietz, Sarah 134 
Diezdelsel , Elvira 83 
Digable Planets 50 
e 
I 
Diiorio, Mark 65 
Dillan, Jamie 137 
Dogg, Snoop Doggy 50-51 
Donnan, Jim 142 
Donnan, Todd 
25, 142, 145, 147 
Dotson, Eric 38 
Dotson, Eric B. 38, 65 
Doty, Jon A. 89 
Dr. Dre 50 
Drains, Debbie 10 
Duba, Jennifer C. 65 
Duncan, Michele R. 83 
Dunn, Donna 160 
Dunn, Tara 160 
Eads, Karen Y. 65 
Edmonds, Tammy J. 94 
Edmonds, Tanya 19 
Elam, Ashley 160 
Eldridge, Alicia C. 65 
Electric Lullaby 38 
Ellis, Angela D. 89 
Elswick, Alan R. 89 
Enders, Eric S. 65 
Episcopal Group 30 
Erickson Alumni Center 
193 
Estep, Veronica 83 
Fagan, Nancy J. 58, 65 
Fairfax, Sonja A. 83 
Fall Sports 28 
Falls, Tonya R. 89 
Fannin, Dixie L. 89 
Farley, Julia A. 83 
Farmer, John 178 
Farrow, Mia 54 
Fatony, Tanya L. 83 
'Faulkner, Catherine M. 83 
Faulknter, Brett A. 89 
F~lts, Daniel K. 66 
Ferguson, Lisa D. 66 
Ferguson, Sarah 54 
Ferreira, Marcelo 66 
Ferrell, Gregory 182, 197 
Ferrell, Lucy 66 
Ferry, Lee Ann 119 
Fields, Keith D. 95 
Fine Arts FacUity. 21 
Ftpton, Heather 10, 95 
Fi~patrtck, Heather D. 66 
Fleischer, Dave 126 
Fleischer, Max 126 
Fleiss, Heidi 42 
Flinn, Heidi-Leigh 16, 18, 
22, 66, 208, 224 
Flowers, Danette L. 83 
Flute Ensemble 23 
Football 140-147 
Ford, Harrison 52, 53 
4~ Grove 36, 37 
.Ffaley, PaulK. 66 
Franks, Adam, 30 
h 
Frazie, Tammy D. 66 
Free Forum 220 
Freeman, Dwight 218 
Freshmen 93-99 
Frittro, Brad A. 67 
Frye, Carolyn 32 
Fulford, Todd W. 95 
Furrow, Melissa D. 95 
Fuzz Bucket 39 
Galbraith, Michael 22, 23 
Gamma Beta Phi 185 
Gandee, Tracie L. 95 
Garrett, Theresa L. 67 
Gaston, Caperton 42 
Gavel Club 1 76 
Gelbert, Larry 21 
Gentry, Marcy D. 83 
Geology 174 
Gholson, Andre' 0. 160-
161 
Gibson, Joe 132 
Gibson, Tracy M. 67 
Gijon, Vanesa 83, 181 
Gilkerson, Lisa C. 67 
Gillespie, Dizzie 51-52 
Gilley, J. Wade 46, 
123, 144, 222 
Ginn, Sara E. 95 
Glasgow, Mike 136 
Gliek, Shelly 160 
Gloria, Gita Bhatt 8 
Goddard, Allyson J. 67 
Godfrey, MichaelS. 67 
Goins, Jeff 162, 163 
Goldberg, Whoopi 40 
Goodnight, Michelle E. 95 
Goodnite, Jim 
160, 161, 162, 163 
Goon, Kathy 160, 161, 163 
Gore, AI 42 
Gore, Misty D. 83 
Grad Students 58-59, 118-
121 
Graves, Mark K. 95 
Gray, Troy 148, 149 
Greeks 14, 15, 173 
Grimes, Heather D. 95 
Grisham, John 52 
Gritt, Kelly R. 67 
Group Shots 164-199 
Groves, Mark F. 84 
Groves, Matthew L. 84 
Gullett, Mary C. 67 
Gullickson 5 
Gumby's 37, 39 
Guyer, Barbara 106 
Gwynne, Fred 52 
H.E.L.P. Center 106 
Habitat for Humanity, 14 
Haddox, Clifford R. 68 
Hagley, Bryan M. 95 
Hainer, Victor K. 68 
Hall, Christa R. 68 
Hall, Daniel J . 90 
Hall, Greta F. 90 
Hall, Joel B. 84 
Hall, Kelley 84 
Hall. Smith 3 
Hall, Teresa L. 68 
Halley, Rob 160, 163 
Halstead, Christl 90 
Hammack, Jennifer L. 84 
Hammontree, Jenny 
160, 161, 163 
Hamrick 90 
Hamrick, Angela D. 84 
Hancock, Jennifer M. 68 
Hanks,Tom 24, 52,53 
Hanlon, Julie 34 
Hannon,JohnM. 58 
Happe, Jason 37 
Hardin, Wes 148 
Harding, Tonya 54 
Harless, Nancy J. 68 
Harmon, Ruth M. 84 
Harper, Jonathan D. 90 
Harper, Leslie W. 84 
Harper, Vince 23 
Harris Hall 6, 16, 18 
Harris, Natalie J. 95 
Harris, Robert 30 
Harrison, Gary 160 
Hatfield, Christina A. 95 
Hatfield, Dorothy J. 68 
Hatten, Leonard M. 96 
Hayes, Helen 52 
Hayes, Jayme D. 68 
Hayes, Vernon R. 58 
Hazelett, Melissa 32 
Helmick, Tonya L. 69 
Henderson, Robert 162, 
163 
Henley, Don 42 
Henley, Jason 132 
Hensley, Andrea R. 69 
Hensley, William I. 84 
Hepburn, Audrey 52 
Hess, Misty D. 69 
Hickman, Jon C. 84 
Hicks, Dennis M. 69, 90 
Hicks, Randy 194 
Hieot, Kathryn 32 
Higgins, Tamira 221 
Hightower, Malik 132 
Hodges, Michelle R. 90 
Hoff, Pam 137 
Holderby Hall 2, 3 , 6, 11. 
17 
Holms, Linda 193 
Holstein, William R., Jr. 90 
Holyfield, Evander 54 
Homecoming 24-27 
Hopkins, Anthony 53 
Hopper, Vicki J . 96 
• 
l 
Horsley, Mark J. 69 
Hoskins, J. Stephen 69 
Howard, Jennifer 160 
Huffman, Patricia K. 69 
Hughart, Kelly S. 69 
Hunt, Randy 160, 161 
Huntington Blizzard 40, 
48-49, 202 
Hurley, Ruth M. 70 
Hutchison, William C. 90 
Ignatiadis, Panos 143 
Interfraternity Council 191 
International Students 181 
lriarte, Javier 180 
Isaacs, Melissa D. 70 
Iwabu, Takaaki 58, 119 
• Jack, Wolfman 201 
J Jackson, Alan 50 Jackson, Janet 50, 53 Jackson, Kimberly C. 84 
Jackson, Melanie L. 90 
k 
Jackson, Michael 40, 43 
Jadra, Alvaro 164 
James F. Edwards Field 4 
Jarrell, Rebecca D. 90 
Jazz Ensemble 23 
Jefferson, William Clinton 
42 
Jenkins, Jennifer M. 96 
Jessica Braga 28 
Jiminez, Pedro 180, 181 
Jobe, Shelly D. 70 
Johnson, Austin, 14 
Johnson, Brenda L. 90 
Johnson, Christina 90 
Johnson, Elizabeth A. 30. 
59 
Johnson, Keith A. 96 
Johnson, Maureen 189 
Johnson, Mildred 46 
Johnson, Rebecca 113 
Jones, Bruce L. 96 
Jones, Julie E. 96 
Jones, Marc, 14 
Jordan, Michael 
40, 42, 43, 54 
Julie Adams and the Rhino 
Boys 39 
Juniors 82-87 
Kalinoski, David C. 96 
Kappa Delta Pi 172 
Kauffman, Elizabeth S. 70 
Keatly, Elizabeth, 60 
Kegley, Amy C. 84 
I 
Kelly, Kristi 160, 161 
Kendricks, Steve 160, 163 
f{ent, Calvin A. 102, 105 
Keramos Potter's Guild 32, 
33 
Kerns, Kara L. 70 
~errtgan,Nancy 54 
Ketterman, Jennifer A. 90 
Kidd, Brandi N. 90 
Kilkenny, Anne M. 84 
Kilmer, Florida 90 
Kincaid, Maggte J. 70 
King, Marsha B. 84 
King, Stephen 23 
King, William 141 
Kirk, John Van 110 
Klondike 35 
Kn~celey, Rebecca L. 70 
Knighton, Chris E. 71 
Knighton, Jennifer R. 91 
Knighton, Sharon N. 96 
Koerner, Jennifer L. 91 
Kress, Larry D., II 96 
Kroeger, A. Harper 71 
Kuhn, Joel E. 91 
Laidley Hall 2, 11 
Lake, Catherine 71 
Lambda Society 175 
Lambert, Annette M. 59 
Lancaster, Chad 182 
Landreth, Leann J. 71 
Lang, Chris 35 
~·· Trevor 23 
La oint, Ryan 28 
Larsen, Greg, 119 
Laufer, Marilyn 126 
Laxton, Peggy M. 91 
Learning Resources 
Center 6 
Lee, Brandon 52 
Lee, Bruce 53 
Leechman, Clorts 52 
Leighty, Allison M. 71, 186 
Leow, Aik Wah 12, 59 
Lepera, Anne 91 
Lester, Melissa D. 91 
Lester, Michelle L. 84 
Letterman, David 40, 42 
Liebman, Scott 132, 135 
J-illy, Angela A. 71 
t.qly, Myra D. 84 
Lilly, Stephanie L. 71 
Lin~le, Barbara G. 71 
Litteral. Sam H. 85 
Litton, Jennifer L. 72 
Long, Trevor 195 
Lopez, Amy, 37 
Love, Deborah K. 72 
uuvuu•. Amy K. 91 
LU'"'"'"'· Todd 44 
, Brad 37 
Hua 59 
m 
Lucas, Kathy J. 16, 18 
Lucas, Sharon A. 72 
Lyons, Billy 141. 145 
Madonna 43 
Maertins, Kimberly J., 85 
Malcolm, Carol E. 16, 18, 
72,208,224 
Male Sale 11 
Mallet, Tracy L. 72 
Marching Thunder 4, 
5, 24, 26, 170, 171, 
204,222 
Marco 5, 161 
Marco's 36, 169 
Marcum, Kara L. 85 
Marte, Ann McVey 160 
Marquis, Colette 139 
Marsh, Christopher R. 59 
Marsh, Kathy L. 72 
Marshall Artists Series 20, 
21,23 
Marshall Catholic 
Community 30 
Marshall Hall of Fame 24 
Martin, Tim 143 
Massing, Jack 22, 23 
Massing, Pete 100 
Mathews, Juliet 166, 173 
Maynard, Cheryl A. 72 
McCart, Kevin 146 
McCaskey, Amy B. 72 
McClure, Angela F. 11. 73 
McClure, Brian 177 
McCormick, Dwight 
160, 161 
McCrady, Tamara D. 73 
McCunn, Kim 4 7 
McDaniel, Kimberly D. 91 
McElhinny, Brad D. 73, 
113,147,189,208 
McFarland, Spanky 52 
McGinnis, Angela D. 85 
McGuire, Amy V. 96 
McHenry, Amy 166, 173 
Mcintire, Reba 50 
McLain, Fred J., III 73 
McMillion, Catherine A. 85 
McMillion, Todd 160, 161 
McVay, Michael T. 96 
McVey,Jennifer 186 
Mead, Joan Tyler 102 
Meade, Kimberly A 96 
Meadows, Eric A. 85 
Meadows, Melissa D. 73 
Meadows, Stephanie G. 73 
Meatloaf 51 
Memorial Student Center 
16, 18 
Menedez, Lyle 54 
Menendez, Ana M. 13, 73 
Messer, Kendall 178 
Meyer, Tara M. 91 
n 
Michaelson, Roger 182 
Mike, Captain Forres 34 
Mikles, Tracey R. 73 
Military Science 104 
Miller, Brett R. 74 
Miller, Jenny R. 85 
Miller, Lori A. 85 
Miller, Michael 182, 221 
Miller, Tracy 10 
Mini-Mag 40-55 
Minks, Staci L. 91 
Mioduszewski, Karen 133 
Montclaire String Quartet 
22 
Montgomery, Michael 50 
Mooney, Pricie L. 85 
Moore, Allen 23, 131 
Moore, Amy M. 85 
Moore, Glenna J. 97 
Moore, Linda G. 74 
Moore, Valerie 
160, 161. 162, 163 
Morgan, Jack 179 
Morgan, Wendy Y. 91 
Mounts, Crystal 170 
MU Associated Press 
Broadcasters 188 
MU Athletic Trainers 
Association 188 
Mug Shots 56-99 
Munroe, Oneeka 25 
Murphy, Mike 132 
Murphy, Patricia L. 7 4 
Music 23,50 
Muslim Students' 
Association 30 
NAFTA 9, 40 
Nakada, Tamotsu 85 
Nance, Donna I. 74 
National Student Speech 
Language Honorary 
Association 185 
N.S.C.E.C.A. 33 
Naulty, Howard J. III 85 
Naylor, Lori 10 
Neeson, Liam 53 
Nelson, Bridget R. 74 
Nelson, Renee 85 
Newman Association 17 4 
Newman, Chris 179 
Newton, Theresa L. 91 
Night Life 36-39 
"1940s Radio Hour" 194-
195 
Nitanda, Kaho 85 
"Noises Off' 194 
Noland, Jamey E. 74, 164, 
177 
Northcott Hall 5 
Nubian Prince Contest 8 
Old Main 11 
O'Neal, Colleen 189 
r 
O'Neal, Laura Gibson 91 
Opening 2-7 
Openlander, Tim 29 
Orchestra 23 
Packwood, Senator 40 
Palmer, Idris 30 
Panchesine, Janice R. 91 
Paralyzed Veterans of America 
of West Virginia 34 
Parker, Chris 147 
Parker, Tonya L. 74 
Parris, Tyler A. 91 
Parsons, Christy L. 92 
Patsey, Noaka L. 92 
Pedro, Glen 142, 146 
Peelish, Angela 97 
Pendleton, Don 23, 129 
Pennington, John W. 85 
Pennington, Lavonne J. 7 4 
Pennington, M. Joyce 75 
Perkins, John 134 
Perot, Ross 42 
Perry, Mary 75 
Perry, Victor 167 
Peters. Kevin 162, 163 
Phi Mu 14 
Phillips, Beth 75 
Phillips, P. David 75 
Phoenix, River 52 
Pi Kappa Alpha 15 
Pilbeam, Cheryle L. 85 
Plumley, Henry 86 
Plybon, Michael E. 75 
Poe, B. Darcel 75 
Pogan, Daniela L. 75 
Polan, Lois Anne 126 
Polk, Eva 92 
Porfeli, Dara C. 75 
Powell, Jill I. 76 
Prestera, Amy C. 92 
Price, Jason A. 76 
Price, Marlene V. 86 
Price, Sheree L. 76 
Price, Stephanie D. 76 
Price, Vincent 52 
Primus 51 
Pritt, Jennifer 14 
Proctor, Faith A. 92 
Project Safe Space 220 
PROWL 30 
Public Relations Student 
Society of America 34, 
192 
R.O.T.C. 34, 176, 178-179 
Rader. Elaine C. 97 
Rage Against The Machine 51 
Rake, Melissa A. 76 
Rambacher, Tom 92 
Ramsey, Karen 167 
Randall, Deeanna M. 92 
Rao, Chris F. 97 
s 
Ray, Dammy S. 86 
Ray, James Lawewnce 92 
Redman, Ben 132 
Reed, Jenette 138 
~ehme, Elizabeth A. 97 
Reid, Kevin D. 76 
Religious Organizations 30-
31 
Renee, Angela Lester 91 
Renick, Karen E. 76 
Repsher, Bridget 28, 
133, 139 
Resale Shoppe 204 
Residence Services 2, 11, 
6, 17 
Resident Life 11 
Rexroad, Tina M. 92 
Reynolds, Burt 54 
Reynolds, Jock 22, 23 
Reynolds, Tuan 143 
RHA 11 
Rhodes, Alisha D. 97 
Rice, Grant J. 76 
Richards, Viola M. 86 
Richardson, Daniel A. 97 
Riddle, Angie M. 77 
Riddlle, Carrie L. 77 
Riffee, Amy Jo 86 
Ritter Park 206 
Roberts, Doug 48 
Roberts, Julia 52 
Roberts, Tiffany B. 86 
Rockefeller, Jay, 42, 46 
Rodham, Hillary Clinton 
5, 7, 46-47 
Rollyson, Michelle L. 97 
Roper's 37 
Rose, Dwight E. 77 
Rosemary's Late Night 17 
Roy, Sara E. 77 
Ruest, Peter M. 97 
Ruley, Ray 160, 161 
.Russia 44-45 
Ryan, Meg 24, 53 
S.O.A.R. 193 
Salisbury. Beth N. 92 
Sanders, Kevin S. 97 
Sanders, Shelia J. 86 
Sansom, Vicki L. 97 
Sarreett, "Streee 14 
Saxver, Keith S. 13, 22, 77 
Saq.nders, Angela D. 92 
Saup.ders, Ken 197 
Saunders, Michael T. 97 
Sawrey, Robert 111 
Scabbard and Blade 
Society, 34 
Scales, Adrian 46 
Scarberry, AnnaL. 86 
Schlatt, Karen S. 13, 77 
Schneider. Jim 123 
Schwarzenegger, Arnold 53 
Scorsese, Martin 126 
Scott, Barbara 170 
Scott, Jon B. 86 
Sea, Sandra S. 92 
Seghers, Vanessa 28 
Seniors 60-81 
Sergent, Mary E. 98 
70's Appreciation Society 
191 
SGA 9, 183, 198, 220 
Sharky's 39 
Shavor, Brent R. 86 
Shepherd, T. Chris 37, 77 
Shevelove, Burt 21 
Shilot, Douglas A. 77 
Shinn, Amy D. 78 
Shultz, Deanna D. 86 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 175 
Simmons, Keith A. 78 
Simms, Melissa 132, 158, 
159 
Simonton, Stacy, 46 
Simpson, Ann Marie 
86, 181 
Simpson, Summer 195 
Simpson, Tamera 160 
Sisk, Courtney S. 98, 147 
Sites, Aimee Faith 98 
Sizemore, Shawn 28, 136 
Smith, Arissa R. 92 
Smith, Bev 4, 5 
Smith, Brady M. 59 
Smith, Cassie M. 98 
Smith, Emmitt 54, 55 
Smith, Gary C. 78 
Smith, Jennifer C. 78 
Smoot, Jennifer A. 92 
Soccer 136-137 
Society of Professional 
Journalists 184 
Somolia 9. 40 
Sondheim, Stephen 21 
Sophomores 88-91 
Sovine, Tammy S. 78 
Spencer, L.L. Roy, Jr. 78 
Spielberg, Steven 52 
Sports 132-163 
Spradley, Beatrice L. 78 
Spurlock, Carmen B. 78 
Spurlock, Rickey L. 79 
Stallone, Sylvester 53 
Stamper, Natalie 35 
Starcher, Lisa G. 86 
Start, Julie 160 
Stevens, John 136 
Stewart, Keith A. 79 
Stiltner, Kelly M. 98 
Stone Temple Pilots 51 
Stooke, Brenda M. 79 
Stover, Jamie E. 86 
Stowers, Jody 86 
Stowers, Melissa S. 98 
Strager, Michelle 134, 135 
t 
u 
v 
Student League 6 
Student Life 8-39 
Students for Christ I 72 
Swann, Caryn D. 79 
Swann, Paul David 92 
Swiney, April D. 92 
Tampa, Lutricia F. 98 
Tate, Christy A. 93 
Tau Kappa Epsilon 14, 15 
Taylor, Michelle Leigh 93 
Taylor, Patricia 186, 189 
Taylor, Robert 51 
Taylor, Roland 98 
Taylor, Zach 3 
The Driftwood 37 
The Parthenon 186, 
220, 222 
The Union 37, 173 
The Warehouse 37 
Theatre 21. 194-195 
Theis, Mitchell A. 79 
Thomas, Jacy L. 98 
Thomas, Stephanie A. 86 
Thomas, Trevor 146 
Thompson, Emma 53 
Thompson, Kimberly 59 
Thompson, Tia 
26, 160, 161 
Tomblyn, Michael 120, 186 
Tomlin, Lilly 52 
Tool 51 
Toronto Blue Jays 40 
Towers 2 
Trembush, Kara C. 79 
Tribett, Melissa A. 93 
Triplett, Cyrus M. 87 
Turley, Shawn L. 87 
Turper, Ralph 164, 189 
Turner, Tina 53 
Tweed, Timothy E. 79 
Twin Towers East 19 
Tyler, Melissa D. 98 
Tyree, Christy G. 87 
U2 50 
Unroe. Brent A. 79 
Updike, Sundy G. 80 
Urmston, Sarah L. 87, 181 
USSR 40 
Vance, Deborah L. 98 
Vance, Joseph 16, 18 
Vanhorn, Erin V. 80 
Vincent, Tony 147 
Volleyball 138-139 
Walker, Kyle A. 87 
Wallace, Connie L. 80 
Wallace, William C. 98 
Walls, Angelia D. 93 
Walsh, John 178 
Ward, Heather 8 
$ p 
z 
Ward, Mary B. 99 
Ward, Tiffany L. 87 
Warden, Merri J. 87 
Warner, Susan H. 80 
Washington, Kendra 11 
Wass, Malinda D. 93 
Waterman, Beth E. 80 
Weaver, Claudia M. 87 
Weaver, Rachael Leigh 99 
Weidner, E. Paul 93 
Welch, Stacey E. 80 
West, Mary M. 87 
West, Shelle L. 87 
Westfall, David, II 99 
White , Meredith L. 80 
Whitehead, Baruch 24, 26 
Wiggins 204 
Wiggins, Linda K. 80 
Wilderness Adventure Club 
32,33 
Wilhelm, Becky 99 
Willhite, Deedee L. 87 
Williams, Cecil, Jr. 93 
Williams, Donnie, 30 
Williamson, Cullie D. 87 
Willis, Christine M. 81 
Wilson, Charlee A. 81 
Winfrey, Oprah 42 
WMUL 186 
Wolfe, David A. 87 
Women's Rugby 28 
Wood, Kristina G. 81 
Wood, Stephanie L. 99 
Woods, Robin Bunch 59 
Woodward, Christy L. 99 
Wooten, Barbara J. 87 
Wooten, Beverly A. 99 
Worden, Angela 160 
Wyrick. Nate L. 99 
Xtra-currtcular 33 
Yeater, Larry 87 
York, James Keith 99 
Young, Todd A. 99 
Zappa, Frank 52 
Zimmerman, Angela 
160, 161 , 162, 163 
Zummo, Vinnie 182 
218 Closing 
Another Blizzard? ... Marshall 
endured one of the harshest 
winters in recent memory. 
Absorbing Rays ... One week after 
an ice storm, students proceeded 
outdoors with lotion in hand to 
enjoy the 70 degree temperatures. 
Farewell 01' Friend ... Believing 
that it was time for him to move 
on, Coach Dwight Freeman 
resigned Febuary 3rd as Marshall 
men's basketball coach. 
c l 0 & I N C 
9 
•••• 
Confusion continued into the sprin8 semester, evident in 
everythin8 from the weather to personnellistin3s. Durin8 the second 
week, snow caused classes to be canceled for the first time in recent 
memory, but students were pleased to learn that school would still 
end on time. An ice storm early in february was followed the next 
week with 70 de3ree temperatures. All the ironies and inconsisten-
' cies from the fall had not ended. Qesidence &rvices fired three staff 
members and had 8rievances filed by two others. One more position 
-
became vacant when another staff member took a job elsewhere and 
two coaches decided to resi3n. AT-shirt controversy led to more than 
offended co-eds. Classified staff members decided to appeal state 
Board of Trustees le3islation which chan8ed the classification 
process. With all the chan8es affectin8 campus morale, faculty and 
students both feared whose lives would be chan3ed NEXT ... ? 
C L 0 & I N C 
AN YOU DO? 
With all the controversi(A) on campus and snow that promi~d to 
llnser, the spring ~m(A)ter was off to a dreary start. However, various 
student or8anizations sponrored activiti(A) and were sparked with new 
ideas to beat the monotonous routin(A) which were already ~l Although 
Decembers Am Awareness had to be fDBtponed becau~ of a lack of 
condoms, Project &fe 8pace was successful in d(A)i8flalin8 gay- and 
lesbian~friendly areas on campus. There was a new alternative newspaper 
created, compelin8 with the already-exislin8 free forum and The 
Parthenon. 8tudent Government As:ocx:iation attempted to publish 
Prof(A)S)r Evaluation bc:Dklets, but not enough students participated in the 
actual evalualin8 prorss. All in all, the ~m(A)ter ~med to be ~ the 
same cour~ as the one pasl Throughoul students kept their focus on 
8pring Break and the lure of summer cl~. jobs or vacations. After all, 
in situations such as th~. WHAT CAN YOU DO? 
Power Move ... Taking the ball 
up strong to the basket, Tamira 
Higgins attempts a short jump 
shot against UT-Chattanooga. 
Leaders .. . Posing for a promo 
shot, SGA President Michael M1ller 
and Vice-President Brian Brown 
held office for the duration of this 
school year. 
Coming Out of the 
Closet ... Created 
symbolically for AIDS 
Awareness Week, 
this demonstration 
was also built to 
encourage openess 
about sexuality. 
Closing 221 
Not Yet ... Reconstruction of part of the 
Fine Arts facilities continues. 
photo by Carol E. Malcolm 
Is that Really Him? ... Enjoying a box 
of popcorn, University President J . 
Wade Gilley and his wife watch a Lady 
Herd basketball game. 
photo by Duane Rankin 
Gettin' the Scoop ... Reading The 
Parthenon, Angie Adkins tries to form 
her own opinion about the cancellation 
of the Chief Justice. 
photo by Carol E. Malcolm 
Ready and Waiting ... Marching 
Thunder waits along the sidelines for 
their cue to perform. 
photo by Shannon Guthrie 
Halt, Police ... Signing an autograph 
for a Marshall fan, Stewart Copeland 
visits the University on a concert tour. 
photo by Shannon Guthrie 
222 Closing 
C L 0 & I N G 
&hat ABOUT ... 
A8ainst the odds already established and the dread many felt 
returnill8 from sprin8 break, the year went on and on. Many had hoped 
for better weather for the week and savored the escape from 
lectures, "climate controlled" classrooms, and cafeteria food 0ome of 
the past confusion finally be8an to pay off: The Birke Art Gallery did 
feOJ:::en, dorm reconstruction was eventually completed ancihe Artist 
&ries even brou8ht in 0tewart Copeland But, because nothin8 is 
ever simple, new 0GA officers were elected throu8h a controversial 
election and President Gilley was bein8 pushed to reveal how 
certain discretionary funds were bein8 spent. Warnin8s also came 
that faculty and staff pay raises could lead to cutbacks in jobs and 
increases in student fees, while a "one-time only" allocation was 8iven 
to the band for new uniforms. A committee also reevaluated student 
fees which caused those concerned to wonder, WHAT ABOUT ... 
C L 0 & I N C 
TIME 
... well, what about next time? Rumors 
were flyif18 and rerorts given concern i n8 
the PJSSilble extinction of the honorable 
Chief Justice. Of the exact fate, no one 
was sure. 0tudents were divided 
between apathetic and sympathetic. 
One last hope was to char8e a fee to 
those wantin8 a book and addin8 a class 
to staff the publication. Lack of student 
interest in mu8 shots only reinforced 
the beliefs of those who thou8ht it a 
waste. Essentially, it came down to the 
silent majority to determine whether 
there would be a NEXT TIME. 
Here Comes the Sun... After months In their yearbook 
cave, Editor Carol Malcolm and Assistant Editor Heidi Flinn 
finally see the light. 
!I 
CHI!! JUATIC! 
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